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Preface: Overview of Co-Curricular Student Learning Outcomes Assessment 
Processes at Youngstown State University 
 
 
Learning Outcomes Assessment  
Learning outcomes assessment is the systematic examination of student learning occurring during interaction with a co-
curricular program. Its primary goal is the continued improvement of quality for the institution. Effective learning 
outcomes assessment answers three questions:   

• What knowledge, skills, and attitudes will successful students have acquired upon interaction with a co-
curricular program?   

• How well do students perform relative to these learning outcomes?   
• How can co-curricular programs improve to provide a better learning environment to students?  

 
Role of YSU Assessment Staff in the Institute for Teaching & Learning  
Assessment staff work in the YSU Institute for Teaching and Learning (ITL) and coordinate and support assessment 
activities across campus. We support the accreditation standards of the Higher Learning Commission by assisting faculty 
and staff in systematic, comprehensive assessment and improvement of student learning. The Youngstown State 
University (YSU) mission, along with the Institute for Teaching and Learning mission, vision, and values guide our work in 
building a positive culture of assessment, using data responsibly to improve institutional practice, and using assessment 
to support and promote student success. 
 
ITL supports a culture of continuous improvement through numerous services and programs, including workshops, 
consultations, professional development opportunities, mini-grant programs to build assessment skills, a campus-wide 
assessment best practices event, and administration and dissemination of campus-wide student assessments (such as 
the National Survey of Student Engagement). More information on ITL can be found on our website.  
 
Purpose of the Assessment Handbook  
The purpose of this Handbook is to assist YSU assessment coordinators (those responsible for assessment reporting in a 
co-curricular program) in conducting learning outcomes assessment. It is a step-by-step resource that explains the basic 
concepts and processes, provides examples and strategies for meeting the specific requirements, and offers approaches 
for making assessment a useful tool in co-curricular programming. It also provides guidance on the reporting schedule, 
expectations, and submission guidelines for co-curricular programs. 
  
Benefits of Learning Outcomes Assessment  
When conducted properly, learning outcomes assessment has benefits for the entire institution. Students benefit 
through interacting with co-curricular programs that are responsive to student needs and give attention to student 
learning. It benefits co-curricular programs by providing the tools necessary to lead renewal and development of 
services. Finally, it benefits the entire institution by giving the institution documented evidence of student learning and 
achievement, thereby validating the institution is faithfully meeting its mission and goals.  
 
Outcomes Assessment and Accreditation  
Since the 1990s, issues of accountability in higher education have been increasingly common concerns of federal, 
regional, and state regulators. Often the standards of learning are discussed during hearings on the reaffirmation of the 
Higher Education Act, but to date the higher education community has been able to argue convincingly that self-
regulation is the most effective method for ensuring academic quality and accountability. To this goal, the Higher 

https://ysu.edu/institute-teaching-and-learning
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Learning Commission (HLC), YSU’s regional accrediting body, has greatly increased its emphasis on learning outcomes 
assessment.  
 
While the HLC’s Criteria for Accreditation clearly emphasize the importance of assessment and evaluation, the standards 
are written with intentional breadth to allow individual member institutions flexibility in their assessment activity. 
Institutions and programs are simply required to illustrate that they have defined learning outcomes, that student 
performance is evaluated to measure their effectiveness relative to those outcomes, and that there is a focus on 
ongoing, continuous improvement to support student achievement of those learning outcomes. There is also the clear 
expectation that program staff participate substantially in the assessment process.  
  
Various Roles and Expectations in Learning Outcomes Assessment at YSU  
For learning outcomes assessment to be truly effective, it must be a university-wide process. At YSU, there are four 
primary groups directly involved with co-curricular assessment activity:    
  

• DIRECTORS and/or ASSESSMENT COORDINATORS develop learning outcomes, manage the assessment process 
within their programs and submit yearly assessment reports that provide evidence of the activity.  

• CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAM STAFF assist in developing learning outcomes, assessing student performance, and 
providing the necessary analysis to understand learning outcomes in their programs.   

• The INSTITUTE FOR TEACHING & LEARNING coordinates and supports the overall effort and provides 
methodological and technical support throughout the process. ITL also posts the student learning outcomes 
reports to an online archive annually.  

• The ASSESSMENT COUNCIL (AC), consisting of representatives from all the colleges and several divisions in the 
university, reviews and advises assessment activities to ensure that program-level assessment processes are 
effective and to keep the university in line with requirements of regional accreditation. The AC, with assistance 
from faculty and staff reviewers, conducts its work by reviewing all co-curricular and academic program student 
learning assessment reports from which specific recommendations for improvement are generated to be 
addressed. Program assessment reports as well as AC findings are used to inform and provide evidence of 
continuous improvement.  

  
Seven Steps of Student Learning Outcomes Assessment  
There are seven steps of learning outcomes assessment: develop 
learning outcomes, develop a learning opportunity map, design 
outcome measures, collect data, analyze and evaluate data, share 
results, and reflect on process and start again. Part 1 of the 
Assessment Handbook is divided into sections addressing each of 
these steps. Each section provides a basic overview of the goals and 
purpose of the step, lists the specific activities for co-curricular 
programs associated with the step, and offers suggestions and 
potential strategies for effectively completing the step. Part 2 of the 
Assessment Handbook focuses on YSU’s assessment reporting requirements, provides templates and instructions for 
submission, and guides for submitting all reports through the Taskstream AMS system. 
 
The ideas and suggestions for completing the steps are intended to provide useful information for co-curricular program 
staff. Since each program differs in terms of size, approach, and outlook, it is important to ensure that the assessment 
approach matches the needs of the program. Assessment staff is available to discuss any thoughts or ideas to help 
programs build a learning outcomes assessment program that meets its needs.  
 
 
 

 

Seven Steps of Learning Assessment 
1. Develop learning outcomes 
2. Develop a learning opportunity map 
3. Design outcome measures 
4. Collect data 
5. Analyze and evaluate assessment data 
6. Share Results 
7. Reflect on process and start again 

http://policy.hlcommission.org/Policies/criteria-for-accreditation.html
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Cyclical Nature of Learning Assessment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Assessment process image credit: http://www.westminster.edu/acad/oaac/cycle.cfm.  

 
 
Since the primary goal of learning outcomes program assessment is continuous improvement of the quality of education 
offered by Youngstown State University, the process is cyclical in nature. Assessment is an ongoing process that should 
grow and change as programs evolve and develop.  
 
Assessment Reporting Requirements at YSU 
The central reason for co-curricular programs to participate in the assessment process is to ensure high quality programs 
and learning support that develop and prepare students for life after college; however, we are also obligated to provide 
evidence of these processes and efforts to continuously improve. This handbook outlines the core focus, that of 
evaluating student learning as best practice, but it is also helpful to understand how the steps relate to reporting. See 
Part 2, Reporting Requirements at YSU for more detail on reporting requirements and formats. The table below shows 
the relationship between the assessment process and YSU reporting requirements.  

The Assessment Process and Reporting Requirements 
Handbook Part 1 Handbook Part 2 

Assessment of Student Learning Steps Associated Reporting 
1. Develop Learning Outcomes New Program Documents (and review for currency 

before planning) 2. Develop Learning Opportunity Maps 
3. Design Outcome Measures Assessment Plan 
4. Collect Data 

Assessment Update (yearly) 5. Analyze and Evaluate Assessment Data 
6. Share Results 
7. Reflect and Begin Again Assessment Cycle Reflection  

Plan: Develop 
outcomes, measures, 

and performance 
targets.

Do: Provide learning 
experiences

Check: Measure 
performance against 
targets and analyze 

results.

Act: Use what you've 
learned. Revise 

teaching methods, 
curricula, assessment 
methods, targets, etc.

http://www.westminster.edu/acad/oaac/cycle.cfm
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Section I: Developing Student Learning Outcomes 

 
The first step in student learning outcomes 
assessment is the creation of outcomes, which reflect 
the core components of the co-curricular program. 
Most co-curricular programs have previously developed SLOs, so this step of the process allows for re-examination and 
potential revision. The development of SLOs should capitalize on the depth of knowledge of the program staff and 
thereby help shape the nature and direction of the program. The “Checklist of Need Activity for Developing SLOs” 
provides an overview of the key activities when developing outcomes. This section describes characteristics of strong 
SLOs, provides suggestions on how to develop SLOs, and discusses a process by which programs can scrutinize SLOs to 
ensure their strength.    
  
Goals versus Outcomes 
Goals are an important part of planning in programs, 
but they differ from learning outcomes. Goals tend to 
be intangible, focused on the activities of the 
program, and/or outline on what program staff may 
do in the program. They differ from SLOs, as SLOs 
focus on what the student will take away from 
participation with the program. 
 
Effective Student Learning Outcomes  
SLOs are statements that specify what students will know or be able to do as a result of interacting with a co-curricular 
program. Effective SLOs are usually expressed as knowledge, skills, or abilities that students will possess upon 
interaction with a program. They provide guidance for program staff regarding content and evaluation, and serve as the 
basis for ensuring program effectiveness. Because we evaluate student performance in terms of specific actions, the 
strongest learning outcomes are measurable and observable.  
 
Strategies for Developing Effective Student Learning 
Outcomes  
Prior to beginning the program’s initial learning 
outcomes assessment activity, the program’s director 
and/or program staff may wish to meet with an ITL 
staff consultant. This person can discuss the entire 
process, explain potential university resources, and 
answer questions about the process.  
  
To start the process, program staff may want to 
compile a list of the key knowledge, skills, and abilities 
that students acquire interacting with the program. 
The program director may call a meeting of program 
staff or seek suggestions via e-mail. “Tool 1: Key Questions to Consider When Drafting SLOs” may be useful to generate 
the list of core components.  
 
After identifying the knowledge, skills and abilities that the program staff wants to assess, actual SLOs are drafted. 
Drafting outcomes is an iterative process that may require several versions to capture the true essence of core ideas. 
One way to help simplify the process is use an opening such as “Upon interaction with this program, students will be 
able to…” and then focus on the actual essence of the outcome. The goal is to develop a comprehensive set of learning 
outcomes and examine them on a regular cycle. 

Checklist of Needed Activity for Developing SLOs: 
 
• A comprehensive but manageable number of SLOs 

(typically between 3-5 depending on program activities) 
• Program staff participation in developing learning 

outcomes 
• Verification that outcomes are: appropriate for 

program, important, observable, and measureable. 

Tool 1: Key Questions to Consider When Drafting SLOs 
 
• What is the most essential knowledge students need 

to have acquired upon interacting with the program? 
• Are there specific skills or abilities students need? 

What are they? 
• How does interacting with the program attempt to 

shape students’ attitudes or views? 
• How do these skills, abilities, or perceptions relate to 

the university’s mission and core competencies? 

SLO = Student Learning Outcome 
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Bloom’s Taxonomy 
In developing SLOs, it is helpful to consider the level of 
learning expected of students. In co-curricular programs, 
outcomes vary based on the type of program, so it is 
important that learning outcomes accurately reflect the 
level of expectation.  
 
SLOs are often organized around Bloom’s taxonomy 
(Bloom, 1956), which is a classification of different ways of 
learning, from lower- to higher-order levels. In a non-
academic setting, we most often write learning outcomes in 
the cognitive (knowledge) domain. Bloom also developed 
taxonomies around psychomotor (physical skills) and 
affective (attitudes) domains, which may be of use in some 
programs. These taxonomies organize learning from the less sophisticated to the more sophisticated. Appendix IA 
outlines these levels of learning using a revised Bloom’s Taxonomy, and provides examples of verbs that can help 
program staff articulate and frame outcomes at the appropriate level of sophistication for their co-curricular program. 
 
Selecting the Right Verb  
Given that SLOs focus on observable and measurable actions performed by students, the selection of an action verb for 
each outcome is crucial. Determining the best verb to use in a learning outcome can be challenging because of its need 
to accurately reflect the knowledge, skills, and abilities being demonstrated. In addition to Appendix IA, “Tool 2: 
Common Learning Outcome Action Verbs” provides a brief list of verbs that are used in writing learning outcomes at the 
collegiate level.    
  
Certain verbs are unclear and subject to different interpretations in terms of what action they are specifying. Verbs/verb 
phrases such as “know,” “become aware of,” “appreciate,” “learn,” “understand,” and “become familiar with” should be 
avoided; they frequently denote behavior that is not easily observed or measured. 
 
Strengthening Weak SLOs   
The process for strengthening SLOs re-examines the original characteristics used of strong outcomes. By asking the four 
questions in “Tool 3: Evaluating Learning Outcomes,” weaknesses in learning outcomes emerge.   
  
Revising SLOs  
The process of writing SLOs is not simple. Determining the outcomes a 
co-curricular program wants to examine can pose the first challenge. In 
addition, drafting the outcome may take several revisions to develop a 
strong outcome that reflects the intentions of the program staff. 
However, the effort put into drafting strong outcomes will be returned 
through an easier time developing measures, collecting data, analyzing 
the results, and ultimately making recommendations for improvement. 
Strong outcomes will help to focus the entire process and allow for the 
most useful results from the assessment process.   
  
In addition, strong outcomes communicate to students what they will gain from interacting with a co-curricular 
program.  

Tool 2: Common Learning Outcome Action Verbs (from 
lower to higher order) 
 Define  Identify Describe 
 Explain Select  Apply 
 Interpret Solve Analyze 
 Compare Correlate Criticize 
 Create  Categorize Compose  
 Design Formulate Illustrate 
 Integrate  Plan Conclude 
 Estimate Evaluate  Summarize 
Source: Bloom’s Taxonomy; also see Appendix 1A 

lower order      higher order 

Tool 3: Evaluating SLOs 
 
• Is the action done by the students? 
• Is the specified action observable? 
• Can the specified action be 

measured? 
• Is it important? 
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EXAMPLE: Making a learning outcome stronger  
 
The following illustration shows how the questions in “Tool 3: Evaluating Learning Outcomes” can be used to 
strengthen learning outcomes. This example is carried throughout the Assessment Handbook to show how to make the 
whole process easier.   
  
The original learning outcome reads:  
 Students engaged in student organizations will be exposed to skills through co-curricular involvement.  
  
We evaluate this learning outcome by asking the questions found in “Tool 3: Evaluating Learning Outcomes.”   
• “Is the action done by the students?” No, the action is not done by students, but by the staff who present the skills.  
• “Is the specified action observable?” Yes, the action is observable, as students could be observed as they are 

exposed to the skills.  
• “Can the specified action be measured?” Yes, the action can be measured by counting the number of skills 

presented to students.  
  
The revised learning outcome is:  
 Students engaged in student organizations will be able to understand the skills they have developed through their 

co-curricular involvement.  
 
By asking the same three questions as before we can evaluate the learning outcome.  
• “Is the action done by the students?” Yes, the action is done by students.  
• “Is the specified action observable?” No, the action is difficult to directly observe.  
• “Can the specified action be measured?” Yes, it can be measured indirectly by asking students to comment on the 

extent to which they understand the skills they have developed.  
 
The department revises the learning outcome to:  
 Students engaged in student organizations will be able to appreciate the value of the skills they have developed 

through their co-curricular involvement. 
 
Again, we evaluate the learning outcome by using the same three questions.  
• “Is the action done by the students?” Yes, the action is done by students.  
• “Is the specified action observable?” Yes, the action is somewhat observable by viewing the student’s 

actions/behaviors.  
• “Can the specified action be measured?” Yes and No. Yes, because it may be measured indirectly by asking 

students to comment on the extent to which they appreciate the value of the skills they have developed. No, 
because it is challenging to measure directly because appreciation is difficult to define or operationalize.  

 
Finally, the department develops the learning outcome:  
 Students engaged in student organizations will be able to articulate the skills they have developed through their 

co-curricular involvement.  
 
By revisiting the three questions, the strengths of this outcome emerge.  
• “Is the action done by the students?” Yes, the action is done by students.  
• “Is the specified action observable?” Yes, the action is observable. The student can be brought together in a staff 

meeting, focus group, interview, or informal conversation to discuss the skills they have developed through their 
co-curricular involvement. 

• “Can the specified action be measured?” Yes, it is measurable. The expectations can be defined and the student’s 
performance measured against those standards.  
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Section II: Designing Learning Opportunity Maps  
 
The learning opportunity map is a tool that can help diagnose student learning and improve co-curricular program 
offerings. Sharing it with program staff and with students can enhance understanding of the program and offer an 
important guide for student learning. It can be updated periodically and added to the program’s website. It is vital to 
understand where students have opportunity to learn concepts defined in a program’s SLOs. Mapping learning 
outcomes to places where students interact with a program is the first step in understanding where students have 
exposure to the material they need to master.  
 
Creating a Learning Opportunity Map 
The basic construction of a learning opportunity map includes a program placing their student learning outcomes along 
one axis of a matrix or table, and then placing instances where a student interacts with an office and has opportunity to 
learn on the other axis. This creates a table where each learning outcome may intersect with each learning opportunity 
listed. See “Tool 1: Sample Learning Opportunity Map” as a guide to develop a learning opportunity map. Appendix IIA 
includes a template for creating learning opportunity maps. 
 
Once this table is created, a program may consider if the student has opportunity to learn a particular outcome during 
the course of that interaction. Some program opportunities may provide opportunity to learn multiple SLOs, while other 
opportunities may focus on only one or two. For example, if a learning outcome for the Office of Career Services is to 
“demonstrate professional interviewing skills,” there may be opportunity to learn that in a mock interview session, but 
not in an interest inventory to help choose a major. 
 
Intersections between an SLO and a learning opportunity may simply be indicated by an “X” for occurrence, or program 
staff may wish to create a taxonomy/structure/hierarchy to the interactions, such as introduce/reinforce/master, or 
even Bloom’s taxonomy (often grouped into three levels: K=knowledge/comprehension, A=apply/analyze,  
E=evaluate/create). The decision regarding occurrence or hierarchy often depends on the level of learning required by 
SLOs and the depth of the learning opportunities that a program decides are appropriate. Programs with less frequent or 
more casual interactions may have learning outcomes that lend themselves to a simpler structure than those that have 
prolonged or rigorous learning opportunities. The program staff must decide the best structure for their own programs’ 
SLOs and learning interactions. 
 
Using a Learning Opportunity Map to Identify Gaps 
Once constructed, a learning opportunity map provides an overview of the program’s offerings as a whole, as well as the 
distribution and opportunities programs provide for students to achieve SLOs. The learning opportunity map allows 
program staff to ask, “Are our SLOs supported by the learning opportunities our program provides?” The map may also 
reveal gaps or areas that do not provide sufficient opportunity to learn or where offerings may be adjusted to maximize 
learning opportunities. Four common gaps are listed below.   

  
Examining Learning Opportunity Sufficiency: Sometimes a SLO does not appear to have any learning 
opportunities. In those cases program staff should revisit the learning opportunities and consider if the learning 
outcome is truly needed. If the SLO is important, then consider if additional learning opportunities are needed to 
achieve that SLO. 
 
Examining Student Learning Outcome Sufficiency: Sometimes a learning opportunity does not appear to cover 
any SLOs. In cases like this, the program staff should consider if there is essential learning contained in that 
activity that may not be reflected in the program SLOs. There may be the need to modify or add to the 
program’s SLOs.  
 
Examining Concept Reinforcement: Often programs will discover that students are introduced to a concept, but 
planned experiences and interactions are not sufficient to help students master those concepts. This may lead 
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program staff to consider modifications in programming to reinforce concepts with students. Program staff may 
also discover that a new activity needs to be created to sufficiently address a learning outcome  

  
Examining Activity Sequencing: Sometimes program staff will discover that an activity provides sufficient 
support for the student to master the material, but activity sequencing should be adjusted so that students are 
introduced to concepts that build on and complement each other. The student learning assessment process can 
be used as an audit of a co-curricular program’s complete experience.  

 
Using a Learning Opportunity Map to Plan Assessment 
Once a program has finished their learning opportunity map and used it to diagnose and correct any learning gaps, the 
map becomes a useful tool to identify the best locations to evaluate student learning and most efficiently collect data on 
student learning. Program staff may identify learning opportunities that cover multiple SLOs, so that data collection 
points may provide the most information with the least amount of effort. 

 
Tool 1: Sample Learning Opportunity Map  

 
 
How  
Students  
Interact With  
Your Program 

Learning 
Outcome 1 

Learning 
Outcome 2 

Learning 
Outcome 3 

Learning 
Outcome 4 

Learning 
Outcome X 

Activity 1      

Activity 2      

Activity 3      

…      

…      

…      

…      

Activity X      

 
Archived examples of YSU programs’ learning opportunity maps can be found on the Institute for Teaching and 
Learning’s website.  
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Section III: Designing Outcome Measures  
  
After developing learning outcomes and a learning opportunity 
map, the next step in the assessment process is to select outcome 
measures. While learning outcomes describe the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities that students should possess after interaction with a 
co-curricular program, outcome measures are the specific tools 
and methods that generate data and information about students’ 
performance relative to learning outcomes.  
  
There are three types of outcome measures: direct measures, 
indirect measures, and proxy measures. Each serves an important 
function in assessment, and when used together they provide a 
richer perspective on student learning by providing direct evidence 
and context to understand student performance.   
 

• Direct measures are methods for assessing actual samples of student work (written or performed) to provide 
evidence of student performance relative to the learning outcomes.  

• Indirect measures are methods for assessing secondary information on student learning that do not rely on 
actual samples of student work. 

• Proxy measures provide data that can corroborate the data found in direct and indirect measures, but do not 
directly provide evidence of student learning. They should only be used in combination with other data.  

 
Each type of outcome measure serves a particular purpose. Direct measures assess the extent to which students’ work 
meets the learning outcome performance criteria. Indirect measures provide additional evidence, information, and 
student perspective. Proxy evidence can help triangulate and substantiate other forms of evidence. Proxy evidence 
should only be used to support other direct/indirect measures; proxy data alone typically does not provide sufficient 
evidence of learning. Together they provide a richer perspective on student learning by providing evidence and context 
to understand student performance. It is recommended that each SLO have at least two measures.  
 
Outcome Measures Should Meet Three Criteria   
Regardless of the type of measure used, strong measures share three basic qualities:   
 

1. Provide sufficient data and information to measure the learning outcome   
2. Are not overly burdensome for departments to collect  
3. Have established performance criteria and expected results to help guide the analyses  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Checklist for Developing Outcome 
Measures:  
• At least two measures for each learning 

outcomes  
• Evidence of staff participation in the     

development of measures  
• Established performance criteria for each 

measure being used   
• Expected results for each measure being 

used  
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Table 1: Examples of Measures 

Proxy Indirect Direct 

Might provide some supporting 
evidence, but not on its own.  
 
Examples include: 

• Usage data 
• Program 

effectiveness/outcomes 
• Satisfaction 
• Employment rates 
• Twitter hashtags 

 
Self-reported achievement of SLOs.  
 
Examples include: 

• Surveys 
• Group discussions 
• Focus groups 
• Exit Interviews 
• Reflection essays 

Direct evidence or observation of 
learning outcome performance.  
 
Examples include: 

• Artifacts (work samples) 
• Observations 
• Performances 
• Simulations 
• Supervisor Evaluations 

 
Selecting Direct Measures  
There are many issues to consider when selecting direct measures of learning. Programs should determine the most 
useful way to measure student performance and ensure that the methods allow for appropriate interpretation of 
results. "Table 1: Examples of Measures" provides a list of some of the more common methods within higher education 
and can help in brainstorming additional ideas for developing measures. While direct measures are appropriate for co-
curricular assessment, they are less commonly used than indirect measures. “Table 2: Methods as Indirect or Direct” also 
provides examples of adapting currently used methods and how simple adjustments allow collection of different types 
of co-curricular evidence. 

 
Selecting Indirect Measures  
Similar to selecting direct measures, there are many issues to consider when selecting indirect measures of learning. 
Programs should determine the most useful way to measure student performance and ensure that the methods allow 
for appropriate interpretation of results. "Table 1: Examples of Measures" provides a list of some of the more common 
methods within higher education and can help cultivate ideas for developing indirect measures.  

More Evidence Needed
Less Evidence Needed

Table 2: Methods as Indirect or Direct 

Tools may be direct or indirect, depending upon how they are used and their purposes. See the following examples: 
Method Indirect Direct 

Minute paper after a workshop on 
diversity 

Perceptions of moral dilemmas 
regarding diversity 

Factual question on the definition of 
diversity 

Survey after a training Teacher and learner satisfaction Factual question on knowledge of 
workshop content 

Telephone calls to a department’s 
“help desk” 

Students’ satisfaction with 
department services 

Qualitative analysis of question 
sophistication regarding a 
department’s major area of outreach 
and emphasis 
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The Institute for Teaching and Learning conducts two campus-wide surveys that may be analyzed as indirect measures 
of student learning. The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) asks students about their educational 
experiences and perceived learning gains. The Noel Levitz Survey of Student Satisfaction asks students about the 
importance of, and their satisfaction with, different aspects of their educational and co-curricular experience.  
 
While university surveys may provide some insights into students’ learning experience, they sometimes lack the 
specificity needed by co-curricular programs in their assessment activity. Accordingly the programs may need to conduct 
their own primary research to investigate relevant areas further; these methods may be quantitative or qualitative in 
nature.  
 
Selecting Proxy Measures 
While proxy measures should not be the only source of evidence for a learning outcome, they do provide supporting 
evidence to compliment direct and/or indirect measures. Many co-curricular programs are already collecting data 
around usage, student satisfaction, and program effectiveness. Ensure that the proxy data connects with the 
appropriate learning outcome. For example, average number of times a student visits the Office of Career Services can 
complement a direct measure of observation sheets filled out by career advisors when assessing the impact of the Office 
of Career Services appointments on students articulating career competencies. This quantitative or qualitative data can 
be used to support learning outcomes, but make sure to not have it stand alone as the only source of evidence. 
 
Establishing Performance Criteria  
When interpreting assessment results, it is useful to set a performance criterion that specifies the acceptable level of 
student response. For each learning outcome the program should ask, “What is an acceptable performance level for this 
learning outcome?” This performance level may be any indicator of the quality 
of student learning.  
  
Establishing Expected Results  
By setting expected results for the percentage of students meeting or 
exceeding a performance level before data collection begins, the program can 
gauge its effectiveness in helping students meet the learning outcomes. For 
example: 75% of students met the performance criterion set by the Office of 
Admissions for the outcome measure on successfully applying to the 
university. This can be compared to the expected result of 85% meeting the 
performance criterion, which reveals an area for improvement.  
  
Evaluating Measures  
It is possible to evaluate outcome measures by asking the three questions 
found in "Tool 1: Questions for Evaluating Outcome Measures." If program 
staff is able to answer “yes” to all of three questions, it is likely that a strong set of measures has been developed.  
 

Useful Links: 
• Student Affairs Assessment Leaders (SAAL) - http://studentaffairsassessment.org/  
• NASPA Assessment, Evaluation, and Research Knowledge Community - 

https://www.naspa.org/constituent-groups/kcs/assessment-evaluation-and-research  
• National Institute for Learning Outcomes Assessment - 

http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/  
 

 
 
 

Tool 1: Questions for Evaluating 
Outcome Measures 
• Does the measure provide 

sufficient data and information 
to analyze the learning 
outcome? 

• Does the measure require a 
reasonable amount of work to 
collect? 

• Does the measure establish a 
performance level to help guide 
the analysis?  

http://studentaffairsassessment.org/
https://www.naspa.org/constituent-groups/kcs/assessment-evaluation-and-research
http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/
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EXAMPLE: Improving Outcome Measures   
The following example shows how the questions in “Tool 1: Questions for Evaluating Outcome Measures” can be used to 
evaluate outcome measures. This example builds on the learning outcome developed in section one.  
 
 Students engaged in student organizations will be able to articulate the skills they have developed through their 

co-curricular involvement.  
 
A department decides to use the outcome measure:  
  
Two questions from a student survey:   
For each of the following skills, please indicate how well you believe your participation in co-curricular activities 
prepared you to:  

1. Determine the most appropriate response to a situation.  
2. Work together with others to accomplish a task. 

 
Students respond to these questions by indicating their choice on a four-point scale ranging from “None” to “Very Much.”  
  
We will evaluate this outcome measure by asking the questions found in Tool 3: Questions for evaluating outcome 
measures.   
• “Does the measure provide sufficient data and information to analyze the learning outcome?” Yes, because this 

evidence is the student’s opinion. Note: While indirect measures are valid and appropriate for co-curricular assessment 
reporting, it is important to have at least two measures of student learning.  

• “Does the measure require a reasonable amount of work to collect?” Yes, the amount of work required is reasonable.  
• “Does the measure establish performance criteria to help guide the analysis?” No, it does not provide a performance 

criterion to help guide the analysis though one could be developed regarding the student opinion. For example, adding 
a desired performance level such as students rating a 3 or 4 on a scale of 1 (none) to 4 (very much) could be developed. 
To improve the measure, develop a performance criterion, i.e. an expectation that students will rate an average of 3 or 
higher. 
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Section IV: Collecting Data  
  
Data collection is the next step in the assessment process. This section will cover the process of collecting and analyzing 
student data. The collection process may seem like a daunting task, but with planning, it can move more smoothly and 
provide quality data and information about the co-curricular program’s learning outcomes.  
  
The data collection process consists of three basic steps:   

1. gathering necessary information   
2. evaluating the results   
3. storing the data electronically   

  
The Gathering, Evaluating, and Storing process is used for both direct and indirect measures; however some of the 
specific steps will vary. The key to simplifying the data collection process is planning. “Tool 1: Questions to Ask in 
Planning Data Collection” provides a number of questions to think about before gathering data.    
  
Step 1: Gathering  
The process of gathering materials for direct measures varies greatly depending on the measures used. When using 
indirect measures, the gathering phase consists of conducting the necessary research (survey, focus group, or other 
measures). Programs should set a schedule that outlines the materials needed to simplify follow up and ensure all data 
is collected. Using a reasonable sample of your population is appropriate for collecting data. 
 

Tool 1: Questions to ask in Planning Data Collection 

Direct Measures Indirect Measures 

• From where is the student work coming? 
• Does the student work represent all 

participants involved in the program (even if it 
is a sample of student work)? 

• How will the student work be organized and 
stored for evaluation? 

• When will it be evaluated? 
• Who will be responsible for evaluation? 
• How will the performance data be stored? How 

will it be secured? 
• Are there FERPA issues to consider? 

 
• Who will conduct the research for the measure? 
• When will research be done?  
• Does the research represent all participants 

involved in the program (or a reasonable sample)? 
• How will the results be tabulated or categorized? 
• If you are using institutional data, will special data 

analysis needs to be done? 
 

 
Step 2: Evaluating   
Direct Measures 
The evaluation phase for direct measures includes the examination 
of students’ work by program staff to determine the level to which it 
meets the learning outcome. Evaluation, and supporting tools, can 
take multiple forms; they can be as simple as a checklist of criteria 
or expectations to as complex as a multi-level, multi-dimensional 
rubric. Because assessment looks to evaluate specific aspects of the 
student work, rubrics are often used as guidelines in the process. 
We will discuss the elements of an effective rubric. 
  
Effective rubrics are standardized evaluation forms used to assess student work toward meeting learning outcomes. 

Tool 2: Steps for Using a Rubric to Evaluate 
Student Work  
• Review the rubric with all evaluators to 

ensure it is consistently understood   
• Use the descriptors in each performance 

level to guide ratings  
• Assign the rating that best represents 

the student’s work  
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Rubrics can be developed in many different ways to assist the evaluation process. They can describe qualitative as well 
as quantitative differences, and are often used to assess assignments, projects, portfolios, internships, and 
performances. They allow multiple evaluators to assess student work effectively by increasing the consistency of ratings 
and decreasing the time required for assessment. The development of rubrics is covered in Appendix IB: Rubric Toolkit.  
  
Regardless of the type or style of rubric used, there are a few general principles to ensure they are effective. “Tool 2: 
Steps for Using a Rubric to Evaluate Student Work” outlines the basic process of using rubrics. The key to achieving 
consistency between evaluators is conducting a “norming” session to allow evaluators to reach consensus on the levels 
of student work at each level of the performance criterion. “Tool 3: Steps to ‘Norming’ a Rubric” provides the basic 
process of a norming session.  
 
Indirect Measures 
For indirect measures that the program is conducting, the 
evaluation phase consists of the compiling of the results into a 
form that is meaningful to those doing the assessment. For survey 
data, this will generally include entering the data into a data set for 
analysis and generating the descriptive statistics. For more 
qualitative work such as focus groups, this part of the process may 
be the extraction of any themes or ideas. More information on 
these processes is in future sections.  
  
Step 3: Storing  
There are two different storage issues which co-curricular programs need to address. The first is an electronic storage 
system of all the data that are compiled from students’ work and results from indirect measures. Whatever methods are 
used, it is generally a good idea to use Taskstream or a YSU shared drive to store the data. This makes submitting and 
accessing the data convenient as well as ensures that the data is backed up by YSU’s data servers.   
 
For tracking direct (and some indirect) measures programs may create an electronic database/Excel spreadsheet to 
store all of their assessment data for later analysis. The database will typically list all students and their performance on 
the measure. "Tool 2: Example of a Program Database" illustrates how to compile the database of assessment data.  

 
 
Because this database will have individual student information, it is very important to ensure it remains secure and that 
only program staff involved in the assessment activity has access to the contents. Many times indirect measures may not 
be trackable by specific students. These types of measures are frequently shared in a descriptive report of aggregated 
results. The second storage issue facing the co-curricular program revolves around copies of individual responses to 
surveys or questionnaires. It is generally advisable to retain copies of or access to the measures until the report feedback 
has been returned. It is best practice to not include students’ names or student ID numbers on copies of any student 
data. 
 

Tool 2: Example of a Program Database 

Last Name First Name Year LO 1: Questionnaire LO1:Exit Interview LO2: Focus Group 

Allan Jane Senior Complete More interaction 
needed Positive Overall Experience 

Miller Larry Senior Complete Not Present Positive Overall Experience 
Smith Bob Senior Did Not Submit Satisfactory  
Bloom Desmond Junior   Negative Overall Experience 
Jones Robin Junior   Positive Overall Experience 
Smith Troy Junior   Negative Overall Experience 

Tool 3: Steps In “Norming” A Rubric  
• Explain to the raters how to use the 

rubric  
• Provide a few samples of student work  
• Discuss each sample and determine how 

raters determine scores  
• Reach a general consensus on each level 

of the performance criterion 
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Additionally, it is recommended that raw data be stored to document the assessment process. Electronic copies of 
student data can reduce space required for storage. These documents can be scanned and stored as PDF files to help 
limit the amount of storage space necessary. Best practices suggest that these records should be archived for 10 years to 
ensure that any records for accreditation would be available if requested. 
  
Student Awareness of Assessment Activity and Privacy Issues  
Students should be aware that their responses may be used in the assessment process. As noted in the section about 
keeping data work secure, student work is protected by The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. 
§ 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99). To comply with FERPA regulations, student work should either be maintained in a secure 
system with access limited to those involved in assessment or should 
have all personally identifiable information removed. Even without a 
name, some student work is considered identifiable if it contains 
sufficient information about the student to enable the author to be 
identified.  
  
Strategies for Collecting Data  
By reviewing the original planning questions in “Tool 1: Questions to 
Ask in Planning Data Collection” before collecting data, programs can 
avoid many potential roadblocks in the data collection process. “Tool 
4: Common Data Collection Roadblocks” outlines the most common 
problems encountered. They are: data are not collected for stated 
outcome measures; copies of student work are collected, but cannot be found at the time of evaluation; and there is no 
clear system for the evaluation of student work resulting in no data for analysis. The following examples list the three 
common roadblocks that can occur during this process and illustrates an effective plan for data collection.  

Tool 4: Common Data Collection 
Roadblocks  
1. Data is not collected for stated outcome 

measures  
2. Copies of student work are collected, 

but cannot be found at the time of 
evaluation  

3. There is no clear system for the 
evaluation of student work resulting in 
no data for analysis 
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EXAMPLE: Collecting Assessment Data from Direct Measures Effectively  
  
There are three common roadblocks that can stifle the collection of assessment data.  

1. Data are not collected for stated outcome measures  
2. Copies of student work are collected, but cannot be found at the time of evaluation  
3. There is no clear system for the evaluation of student work resulting in no data for analysis  

 
The following example illustrates how to avoid these roadblocks and plan for effective data collection. By 
answering the questions in “Tool 1: Questions to Ask in Planning Data Collection” before data is to be collected, an 
effective plan can be developed. The example uses the learning outcome and outcome measures found in previous 
sections. The learning outcome chosen by the program is:  
  
 Students engaged in student organizations will be able to articulate the skills they have developed through 

their co-curricular involvement.  
 
It will be measured by a direct measure:  
  
Direct Measure: A reflective essay written by students at the end of their co-curricular participation.  
  
The first common roadblock, data are not collected, can be avoided by identifying where the student work is 
coming from. The program director decides that the leaders of student organizations will collect copies of student 
work from group meetings. The leader will remove the students’ names from student work and affix unique 
numeric assessment codes to the essays.  
  
The second roadblock, copies of student work cannot be found for evaluation, is discussed by the program staff and 
a system for organizing and evaluating the student work is developed. The organization leader will submit 
electronic copies of the students’ essays to the program director. The program director will store essays on the 
secure network drive. This will ensure the data are available for evaluation.  
  
The third common roadblock, no clear system for evaluating student work, is avoided by developing a schedule for 
evaluation of student work. The program staff agree to serve as evaluators for a sample of student essays on a 
rotating schedule to divide the work equally. Each essay will be reviewed by two program staff members using the 
rubric developed for this outcome measure. If the reviewers’ ratings do not agree, a third program staff member 
will review the essay and assign a final rating. Ratings will be recorded on a 1 to 5 scale.  
  
Ratings of student work will be stored in an Excel database located on the secure YSU shared drive and maintained 
by the program director. Examples of student work for each level of student performance will be stored as PDF files 
on the network drive and maintained by the program director. By keeping the data on the YSU shared drive, the 
data are automatically backed up in case of computer failure.  
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EXAMPLE: Collecting Assessment Data from Indirect Measures Effectively  
  
There are three common roadblocks that can stifle the collection of assessment data.  
  

1. Data are not collected for stated outcome measures  
2. Copies of student data are collected, but cannot be found at the time of evaluation  
3. There is no clear system for the evaluation of student data, resulting in no data for analysis  

  
The following example illustrates how to avoid these roadblocks and plan for effective data collection. By 
answering the questions in Tool 1 before data is to be collected, an effective plan can be developed. The example 
uses the learning outcome and outcome measures found in previous sections. The learning outcome chosen by the 
program is:  
  
 Students engaged in student organizations will be able to articulate the skills they have developed through 

their co-curricular involvement.  
 
It will be measured by an indirect measure:  
  
Indirect Measure: Two questions from a Student Survey  
              
For each of the following skills, please indicate how well you believe your participation in co-curricular activities 
prepared you to:  

1. Determine the most appropriate response to a situation.  
2. Work together with others to accomplish a task. 

  
Students respond to these questions by indicating their choice on a four-point scale ranging from “None” to “Very 
Much”  
  
The first common roadblock, data are not collected, can be avoided by identifying where the information is coming 
from. For this indirect measure, survey data will be obtained from the Institute for Teaching and Learning. The 
survey data is collected across the institution annually, and the first roadblock is avoided.    
  
The second roadblock, copies of student data cannot be found for evaluation, is discussed by the program staff and 
a system for obtaining the data on the program’s students is developed. The program director volunteers to 
request the survey data for students. This requires a special extraction of the responses for the program’s students 
from the main survey database.   
  
The third common roadblock, no clear system for evaluating student work, is avoided by developing a schedule for 
evaluation of student data. The data will be analyzed by a designated staff member to determine the percentage 
of students responding at each level of the measurement scale for each question. The results of this analysis will be 
stored in the secure Excel database on the program’s secure YSU shared drive. This avoids roadblocks two and 
three in this example.  
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Section V: Analyzing Assessment Data 
  
Analysis of data is the next step in the assessment process. Analysis is a process that provides better understanding of 
data and allows inferences to be made. It summarizes the data, enhances the value of information gathered, and 
provides direction for decisions regarding co-curricular program improvement. While data analysis can be complex, for 
the purpose of assessment it is usually straightforward.  
  
This section discusses the core elements of data analysis and provides strategies for and examples of analysis. The 
underlying theme of this section is to illustrate how to link data to the learning outcomes and provide a basis for using 
data to improve student learning.  
  
Before Analyzing Data  
Two important steps should be completed before analyzing data.  
The first step is to review the data visually. Reviewing data has 
two benefits, it allows for the identification of outliers and 
possible mistakes, and it enables basic patterns or trends to 
emerge. For example, it may be clear that all students who 
participated in an activity had difficulty with a particular 
outcome.  
  
The second step of the process is to determine the appropriate method for analyzing the data. This can range from 
simply counting the number of successful students to high-level statistical analysis. The two key factors to data analysis 
are to first make sure the analysis method fits the data, and then to ensure that the method aligns with the co-curricular 
program’s needs. There are two types of data used in assessment, each with different methods of analysis.  
 

1. Categorical data are based on groupings or categories for the evaluation of student performance. For 
example a simple yes/no answer on a survey is categorical because there are two groups into which 
students can be placed.  

 
2. Numerical data are based on scales that reflect student performance. For example, a survey question 

that asks students how satisfied they are on a satisfaction scale.   
  

Direct measures can generate either categorical or numerical data. Students’ reflection essays rated on an assessment 
rubric may be categorized as “meeting standard” or “failing to meet standard”. However, the essays may alternatively 
be scored using a rubric with a numerical scale indicating the overall quality of the paper with respect to the learning 
outcome.  
   
Indirect measures can also generate either categorical or numerical data. By asking students on a questionnaire, “Did 
you have sufficient skill development in the program?” a program would compile categorical data based on those saying 
“yes” and those saying “no.” However, by asking students to indicate how strongly they agree with a statement such as, 
“there was sufficient skill development offered through this program,” numeric data could be generated by applying an 
agreement scale (5 – Strongly Agree, 4 – Agree, 3 – Neither, 2 – Disagree, 1 – Strongly Disagree).  
  
Analyzing Assessment Data  
After reviewing data and determining the type of analysis, the process of analyzing data follows. “Tool 1: Methods For 
Analyzing Data” provides a brief overview of the basic methods used to analyze assessment data. Assessment’s focus on 
student achievement of learning outcomes typically requires the determination of counts and percentages. Together 
they clearly show the number of students involved in the activity and the rate of successful display of the outcome. All 
data, regardless of type, can be analyzed using counts and percentages.  
 

Checklist of Needed Activity for Analyzing 
Assessment Data:  
• An indication of the number of students 

participating in the assessment activity for 
each outcome measure   

• The percentage of students who met or 
exceeded the performance criterion for 
each outcome measure.  
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Numeric data has the additional benefit of being able to be analyzed using descriptive statistics. Mean, median, and 
mode provide useful information to interpret data by allowing for easier comparison between groups. 
  
The Impact of Dispersion   
By examining how data points are distributed around 
measures of central tendency, particularly the mean and 
median, a richer understanding of the data can emerge. 
The standard deviation represents the average deviation 
of scores around the mean. Small standard deviations in 
student performance indicate that performance levels 
varied little across students in the sample. Large standard 
deviations indicate a greater variability in levels of student 
performance. Standard deviations are commonly reported 
with the mean. Percentiles represent the percentage of a 
distribution of scores that are at or below a specified 
value. They are calculated by the formula Percentile = Sb/n 
× 100, where Sb is the number of scores below the score of interest, and n is the total number of scores. They are often 
reported with the median, which by definition is the 50th percentile. For example: a median score of 75 on a final exam 
would be the 50th percentile indicating 50% of students scored above 75 and 50% scored below. By examining the 25th, 
50th, and 75th percentiles one can gain a sense of a student’s performance relative to the group.  
  
Missing Data and Valid Responses  
Working with assessment data, there are many instances when data will not be available for every student. As a general 
rule, missing data should be excluded from calculations of percentages and descriptive statistics. If a program has ten 
(10) students, and eight (8) submit a survey for the assessment of an outcome, then eight (8) submitters become the 
basis of the analysis. Extending the example, if six (6) of the submitted surveys meet or exceed the performance 
criterion, then a program would indicate 75% of students submitting papers showed mastery of the outcome rather 
than 60% of all students in the program showed mastery of the outcome.  
  
Analyzing Data in Small Programs 
In co-curricular programs with a small number of participants, or a small sample of data, it may be appropriate to 
aggregate multiple collections of data for analysis in order to be able to use findings for program improvements. For 
example, data may be collected from a culminating activity yearly to evaluate an outcome, but would only be analyzed 
once in an assessment cycle using three years’ worth of data. 
  
Presenting Analysis  
Tables and graphs are useful in presenting analysis because they focus attention to specific results. Tables are useful for 
reporting multiple percentages and frequencies, comparison of student performance with stated performance criteria, 
and descriptive statistics. Tables provide an ordered way for readers to see results quickly for each outcome measure 
without having to search through text to find a particular result. Graphs can further enhance the visual impact of 
assessment results. Graphical representations of results show differences in variables, which makes graphs highly 
effective in showcasing assessment results.   
  
When sharing the results of co-curricular program assessment, it may be useful to report each learning outcome and 
outcome measure paired with the corresponding results of the analyses; joining the multiple outcome measures (direct, 
indirect, and proxy) for each learning outcome. Next, compare the results with the specified performance criterion and 
discuss the implications of the data as they relate to the co-curricular program. Both strengths and areas for 
improvement are discussed, because showcasing program success is just as important as identifying areas for 
improvement when it comes to making data based decisions about the program.  
 

Tool 1: Methods for Analyzing Data  
 
• Percentage: Proportion of total cases falling into a 

category  
• Mean: Average of a set of scores   
• Median: Middle value in an ascending list of scores  
• Mode: Most frequent score  
• Standard Deviation: Average distance of scores 

from the mean  
• Percentile: Percentage of a distribution of scores 

that is equal to or below a specified value  
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Tool 2: Example of Table of Counts and Percentages 
 # of 

students 
evaluated 

% of students 
Below 

Performance 
Criterion 

Meeting 
Performance 

Criterion 

Above Performance 
Criterion 

Articulate career readiness competencies 20 30 50 20 
Discuss career fields that are in-demand in the 
State of Ohio 18 6 6 88 

 
When comparing student performance to specified performance criteria, a table with the counts and percentages may 
be useful to summarize the data. The example in “Tool 2: Example of Table of Counts and Percentages” shows data 
collected from 20 students participating in a student assessment related to two Office of Career Services’ learning 
outcomes. It indicates the number of students completing the component and the percentage who were below, met, 
and above the performance criterion. While 70% of students in the example first-outcome achieved or exceeded the 
standard, 30% were below the performance criterion.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Role of Advanced Statistical Analysis   
As a program’s assessment activity and data increase, more advanced analysis may be useful in understanding student 
learning. It is possible to:  

• Study differences in performance to examine the effects of curricular change  
• Disaggregate data to examine sub-populations and compare/contrast assessment data 
• Conduct pre- and post- assessments to evaluate effect of specific learning experiences  
• Compare program participants to national performance benchmarks  

EXAMPLE: Conducting Analysis of Student Performance  
 
Once the student survey data has been evaluated by program staff, the data is recorded and analyzed for 
interpretation. Analysis provides summaries of the data in a form that is more easily understood than raw data. In 
order to do this the program assessment coordinator reports the number of students who meet or exceed the 
standard for this learning outcome measure. This count might be displayed in the chart below: 

Students Meeting or Exceeding the Performance Criterion for Co-Curricular Skills 
35 

While this gives a count of the number of students meeting the performance criterion; it is also valuable to further 
classify their students’ abilities. 

Students Meeting or Exceeding the Performance Criterion for Co-Curricular Skills 
Below Standard  Met Standard  

5 35 
This table shows that thirty-five (35) students in the program met the standard, but numbers by themselves are 
sometimes difficult to interpret. To facilitate greater understanding, reporting the percentage of students below the 
standard and those meeting the standard aid in interpretation of the data. The table below shows this. 

Percentage of Students Meeting or Exceeding the Performance Criterion for Co-Curricular Skills 
Below Standard Met Standard 

12% (5) 88% (35) 
Choosing how much information to provide from any data analysis should be guided by the type of data gathered 
and the needs of the readers that will be interpreting the results. The analyses may vary for each learning outcome 
measured. 
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The Institute for Teaching and Learning can work with programs looking to incorporate these and other types of analysis 
into their assessment activity.  
  

Useful Link: 
• Analyzing Assessment Data - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgYEWVTiu80  

 

Section VI: Share Results  
  
The next step of the cycle is sharing results of program assessment. This phase focuses on interpreting strengths and 
challenges/areas for improvement, and identifying recommendations and action steps to enhance student learning. 
Included in the “Checklist of Needed Activity for Sharing Results,” are three steps for sharing assessment results.  
 
Work With Program Staff to Understand Assessment Results  
Including program staff in all steps of the assessment process is 
important to ensure its meaningfulness and effectiveness. The 
inclusion of program staff insights is probably most important 
in interpreting results and identifying strategies/action steps 
for improving student learning. In addition, it is a specific 
expectation of our accrediting body that program staff 
substantially participate in assessment; at a minimum all 
should participate in interpreting results, identifying action 
steps, and implementing improvements. The methods used for sharing results is driven by the staffing structure of the 
co-curricular program, with some program staff pouring over all the data generated and others simply reviewing a 
summary analysis. Using summary reports of assessment results and the university Assessment Council's review of the 
previous year’s report will typically facilitate rich discussion and generate useful interpretation for the assessment 
report.  
  
Decide Who Needs to See the Results 
In addition to staff within the program, there are potentially other audiences that wish to see the work co-curricular 
programs are doing to improve student learning. The first and most important group to share results with is the students 
themselves. Sharing results with students is both a strong message of the quality programming provided for students 
and can also inform students on how best to be successful. For example, if students who participate in a key activity 
tend to excel in other areas, then sharing that with new students could help them plan their schedules to include that 
activity. Similarly, sharing results with graduating seniors could provide rich information regarding context of results 
and/or suggestions for improvement. 
 
In addition to students, sharing results with alumni, other departments, or the division provides opportunity to 
demonstrate co-curricular program continuous improvement through student learning assessment, as well as get 
feedback from colleagues who might be able to make suggestions and/or assist in making program improvements. 
 
Finally, because we are expected by our accrediting body, the Higher Learning Commission (HLC), to demonstrate 
program quality through student learning outcomes assessment, it is critical that programs share results with the 
Institute for Teaching and Learning. By reporting results to the ITL, it both provides evidence of assessment processes 
and opportunity for the ITL to provide resources, suggestions, and feedback to improve program assessment processes 
and outcomes. Part 2 of the Assessment Handbook outlines the types of reports that programs must submit yearly. 
 
Create Appropriate Materials for Your Audience 
With many stakeholder groups, it may be appropriate to just share a small portion of the data. For example, the Office 

Checklist of Needed Activity for Sharing Results: 
1. Work with program staff to understand 

assessment results  
2. Decide stakeholders with whom to share the 

results 
3. Create appropriate materials for stakeholder 

groups 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgYEWVTiu80
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of Career Services might share just the results from the evaluation of career readiness at the division level as it may be 
of interest to others in related co-curricular programs. In other cases, a co-curricular program may just wish to focus on 
the action steps taken as a result of assessment data, such as in a newsletter. 
 
With reports to the Institute for Teaching and Learning, it depends on where the program is in the assessment cycle. 
Plans should provide detail on how programs plan to collect and evaluate data. In yearly updates the focus should be on 
the evaluation/interpretation of the data, and what action steps were identified and implemented as a result. Finally, 
the assessment cycle reflection should provide a more holistic analysis of the assessment cycle and how program 
improvements have impacted learning. More detail on the specific reporting requirements is in Part 2 of the Handbook. 
 

Section VII: Reflect and Begin Again 
   
Assessment is a cyclical process that builds on previous work and activity. The “assessment loop” is closed once a 
program takes findings from its assessment results and implements changes based on those findings. Though not 
always, assessment findings often indicate a need to modify the assessment process or programming. Making any 
change also requires consideration of resources and developing a plan of action. The following section provides a 
framework for thinking about taking action to close the assessment loop.   
 
When and Where “Closing the Loop” Occurs 
Change for improvement happens all the time in co-curricular programs; for example, events respond to trends, or 
program staff make adjustments to their activities based on student participation and their professional judgement. 
However, in assessment processes specifically there tend to be two key places in which changes are mainly 
concentrated. 
 
Changes in the Assessment Process  
When reviewing the assessment results, it is also important to evaluate the assessment process. This involves 
considering all aspects involved in creating the assessment report. Reviewing learning outcomes as well as approaches 
to gathering data will provide direction on improving the assessment process. Changes in the assessment process are 
generally done during the development of an assessment plan, though sometimes may happen during data collection 
and evaluation. 

Tool 1: Re-Assessing Learning Outcomes 

Results From Assessment Activity  Likely Use of Outcome During Next Cycle  

  
Students not performing 
adequately relative to outcome  

• Consider making outcome a priority focus in next cycle. Consider 
potential action steps for improvement. Re-assess more than once in 
next cycle. 

• Evaluate any action steps taken during last cycle: 
o If action steps impact student learning immediately, re-assess 

outcome using same measure early in plan.  
o If recommendations impact student learning over an extended 

timeframe, schedule re-assessment for further out in plan. 

Students performing adequately 
relative to outcome  

• If same results for the past 3 years, consider scheduling re-assessment 
at an appropriate interval (e.g. only once in cycle).  

• Consider if outcome, performance criteria, or benchmark may need 
higher levels of performance 
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Learning Outcomes  
“Tool 1: Re-Assessing Learning Outcomes” provides a structure for reviewing student learning outcomes. Based 
on findings from the student learning outcome assessment results, a program may want to retain, modify, or 
eliminate an outcome. 

 
Measures  
In addition to changing outcomes, there might be a need to change the type of data collected. If results obtained 
were not as expected, it is also important to know if better information could be collected to demonstrate 
student learning. This change could vary from modifying items on a survey to creating a new metric. 

  
Data Collection Procedures  
In addition to having the correct measures, it is also important to consider how data were collected in previous 
assessment cycles. Knowing who was included in the assessment data and when data were collected are 
important to understanding if changes need to be made in data collection procedures.  

  
Changes in the Co-Curricular Program  
Results from the student learning assessment process may indicate that programming needs to be reviewed and 
adjusted. These are the types of changes as a result of the yearly practice of measuring and evaluating student learning 
outcome data. Changes tend to be very specific to the results of the assessment data. For example, a program may 
determine that an outcome in the co-curricular program is not achieved by a specific intervention, and a program may 
appropriately decide on several possible action steps, such as developing intervention guidelines, requiring an additional 
intervention, or evaluating development of the outcome across the program. Any or all of those action steps could serve 
to improve the outcome in the program.  
 
Consider Resources  
Closing the assessment loop for the assessment process or program may require the use of additional resources. 
Discovering the need for additional activities or programming may require resources beyond current budgets. In 
addition to fiscal resources, there are other resources such as time to 
consider. Modifying materials or programming requires time, which is a 
valuable resource.  
  
Taking Action  
Opportunities to improve the assessment process and programming may 
emerge from assessment results, but will not be realized without 
planning and implementation. The assessment loop is only closed if 
actions are taken to make modifications where necessary. Answering 
who, what, when, and where questions about assessment modifications 
are helpful to planning and implementing any changes. “Tool 3: Questions 
for Planning Change” provides a few questions to assist with mapping 
and implementing changes.  

   
  

Students’ performance relative to 
outcome yields unclear current 
results  

• If difficulty in determining appropriate level relates to outcome, re-
write outcome and reassess during next cycle.  

• If difficulty relates to measures, retain outcome, revise measure, and 
re-assess during next cycle.  

 

Tool 3: Questions for Planning Change  
• Who will implement the changes?  
• Who needs to be involved to make 

these changes successful?  
• What will be changed?  
• What needs to occur in order for 

things to change?  
• When will the changes be put in 

place?  
• Where will they be implemented? 
• How will they be implemented?  
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Appendix IA : Bloom’s Taxonomy   
 
Action verbs are abundant in the English language, but how to do we know which ones are right to include in our SLO 
statements? 

Benjamin Bloom, an American educational psychologist, created what is now known as “Bloom’s Taxonomy” and this 
taxonomy is frequently used to assist program staff in creating SLOs that properly address student learning. Bloom’s 
Taxonomy is a taxonomy of learning behaviors and is organized into three domains: the cognitive (knowledge/mental 
skills), the affective (emotional skills), and the psychomotor (physical skills). While the cognitive domain is the most well-
known of the three domains, the affective and psychomotor domains also contain important learning behaviors 
identified by Bloom (Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl, Bloom, & Masia, 1965). 

Revisions to the taxonomy structure have been made since Bloom’s original work and currently each level of learning in 
each domain contains action verbs to describe that type and level of learning (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Krathwohl, 
2002). 

The categories below and the actions verbs that are related to each category should assist program staff in choosing the 
appropriate action verbs for a co-curricular program SLOs. Choose an action verb from one of the three domains for 
each SLO.  

 

Cognitive Domain: Definitions and Action Verbs 
 
The cognitive domain involves knowledge and the development of intellectual skills (Bloom, 1956). This table includes 
information from the revised cognitive domain, beginning with the lowest level of learning and ending with the highest. 
The categories can be thought of as degrees of difficulty. 

 

Category and Definition Action Verbs for SLOs 

Remembering: The learner is able to recall, restate, and 
remember learned information. 

choose, cite, enumerate, group, label, listen, locate, 
match, memorize, name, outline, quote, read, recall, 
recite, record, relate, repeat, reproduce, review, select, 
show, sort, underline, write 

Understanding: Comprehending the meaning, translation, 
and interpretation of instructions or problems. 

account for, annotate, associate, classify, convert, define, 
discuss, estimate, explain, express, identify, indicate, 
interpret, observe, outline, recognize, reorganize, report, 
research, restate, retell, review, translate 

Applying: (critical thinking) The learner grasps the 
meaning of information by interpreting and translating 
what has been learned. 

adapt, apply, calculate, change, collect, compute, 
construct, demonstrate, dramatize, generalize, illustrate, 
interpret, make, manipulate, show, solve, translate 
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Analyzing: (critical thinking) The learner breaks 
information into its parts to best understand that 
information in an attempt to identify evidence for a 
conclusion. 

analyze, appraise, arrange, calculate, categorize, compare, 
contrast, debate, detect, discriminate, dissect, distinguish, 
examine, experiment, infer, relate, research, scrutinize, 
sequence, sift, summarize, test 

Evaluating: (critical thinking) The learner makes decisions 
based on in-depth reflection, criticism, and assessment. 

appraise, argue, assess, choose, compare, conclude, 
criticize, critique, debate, decide, deduce, defend, 
determine, differentiate, discriminate, evaluate, infer, 
judge, justify, measure, predict, prioritize, probe, rank, 
rate, recommend, revise, select, validate 

Creating: (critical thinking) The learner creates new ideas 
and information using what has previously been learned. 

act, blend, compile, combine, compose, concoct, 
construct, create, design, develop, devise, formulate, 
forecast, generate, hypothesize, imagine, invent, 
organize, originate, predict, plan, prepare, propose, 
produce, set up 

 

 

The Affective Domain: Definitions and Action Verbs 
 
The categories in the affective domain relate to learners’ attitudes, behaviors and values. Like the cognitive domain, the 
affective domain has hierarchal categories. As a learner moves up in the categories, they become more involved, 
committed and self-reliant. In the lower levels, learners are considered externally motivated and in the higher ones they 
are internally motivated. The information in this table begins with the lowest level of affective learning and ends with 
the highest level (Bloomsburg, 2011). 

 

Category and Definition Action Verbs for SLOs 

Receiving: (awareness; external motivation) The learner is 
willing and open to listening to certain stimuli or 
phenomena. 

accept, acknowledge, ask, attend, describe, explain, 
follow, focus, listen, locate, observe, receive, recognize, 
retain 

Responding: (react; external motivation) Learners actively 
participate and attend or react to particular phenomena. 
However, learners may be doing so because they are 
required or expected to participate, respond, or obey 
when asked or directed to do something. 

behave, clarify, comply, contribute, cooperate, discuss, 
examine, follow, interpret, model, perform, present, 
question, react, respond, show, study 

Valuing: (comprehend and act; external motivation) The 
worth or value a learner places on a specific object, 
phenomenon, or behavior. Valuing is based on the 
internalization of a set of specific values and the learner 
expresses these values in his/her overt behavior. 

accept, adapt, choose, differentiate, initiate, invite, justify, 
prefer, propose, recognize, value 
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Organizing: (personal value system; internal motivation) A 
learner commits to a certain set of values. During this 
process, the learner organizes his/her values, prioritizes 
some over others, reorganizes internal conflicts between 
them, and creates a unique value system. The learner 
then can make appropriate choices between things that 
are and are not valued. 

adapt, adjust, alter, arrange, build, change, compare, 
contrast, customize, develop, formulate, improve, 
manipulate, modify, practice, prioritize, reconcile, relate, 
revise 

Internalizing: (adopt behavior; internal motivation) All 
behaviors a learner displays are consistent with the 
learner’s value system. The resulting behaviors are 
consistent, predictable, and represent the characteristics 
of the learner. These behaviors could be categorized into 
social, emotional, and personal patterns of learner 
adjustment. 

act, authenticate, characterize, defend, display, embody, 
habituate, influence, internalize, produce, qualify, 
questions, solve, validate, verify 

 

 
The Psychomotor Domain: Definitions and Action Verbs 

 
The categories in the psychomotor domain relate to the development of physical skills and manual tasks. These skills 
demand certain levels of physical dexterity. Unfortunately, Bloom never published his manuscript on the psychomotor 
domain. Several scholars have published works with hierarchal categories for the psychomotor domain. For the 
purposes of student learning outcomes, the psychomotor taxonomy created by Simpson in 1972 will be explained here 
(Bloomsburg, 2011).The information in this table begins with the lowest level of psychomotor skills and ends with the 
highest level. 

 

Category and Definition Action Verbs for SLOs 

Perception: The learner’s ability to use his/her senses to 
absorb data for guiding movement. 

describe, detect, differentiate, distinguish, hear, identify, 
recognize, select 

Set: The learner’s readiness to act. This could be 
considered a person’s mental, physical, and emotional 
mindsets. 

arrange, begin, display, explain, move, proceed, react, 
show, state, and volunteer 

Guided Response: The early stage in learning a complex 
skill. This stage includes learner trial and error. copies, traces, follows, reacts, reproduces, responds. 

Mechanism: The intermediate stage in learning a complex 
skill. Learned responses are now habitual and movements 
can be performed with basic proficiency. 

assembles, calibrates, constructs, dismantles, displays, 
fastens, fixes, manipulates, measures, mends, mixes, 
organizes, sketches 
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Complex Overt Response: The expert stage in learning a 
complex skill. The learner can perform motor acts that 
involve complex movement patterns that are quick, 
accurate, and highly coordinated. The learner performs 
without hesitation. 

assembles, calibrates, constructs, dismantles, displays, 
fastens, fixes, manipulates, measures, mends, mixes, 
organizes, sketches 
 
*Note: while these are the same action verbs as in the 
mechanism stage, here an adverb or adjective should be 
placed before the verb to indicate that the performance is 
quicker and more accurate. 

Adaptation: Skills are well developed and the learner can 
modify movement patterns to fit special requirements. 

adapts, alters, changes, rearranges, reorganizes, revises, 
solves 

Origination: The learner creates new movement patterns 
to fit a particular problem or situation. The learner is 
creative with his or her highly developed skills. 

arranges, builds, combines, composes, constructs, creates, 
designs, initiates, makes, modifies, originates 
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Appendix IB: Rubric Toolkit 
 

Rubrics are sets of guidelines that aid in the assessment of student work or activities. Rubrics are often derived from 
careful analysis of varying qualities of student work. By examining the student work and defining the characteristics of 
“below performance criterion” work, work that “meets the performance criterion,” and work that “exceeds the 
performance criterion,” program staff can start developing a rubric that will categorize the students’ papers based on 
quality. Rubrics increase the reliability of assessment by making the process of scoring student work more consistent. 
This helps eliminate bias by ensuring student work is rated on the same criterion.  
  
Types of Rubrics  
There are three basic types of rubrics: checklists, holistic rubrics and analytic rubrics. Checklists are the simplest type of 
rubric and list accomplishments that are evident in the students’ work. Holistic rubrics describe levels of performance 
with regards to the overall quality of the paper or project as a whole, without considering the components of student 
work separately. Analytic rubrics, guide the scoring of student work on multiple traits first, and then sum the individual 
scores to arrive at a total score. “Tool 1: Description of Types of Rubrics” illustrates the differences among rubrics.  
   

Tool 1: Description of Types of Rubrics 
Type of Rubric Description 

Checklists Provide a check-off list of accomplishments completed and/or present 

Holistic Rubrics Contain narrative descriptions to focus on the quality of the entire 
document/performance/project rather than the components of specific traits 

Analytic Rubrics Contain descriptions of each level of performance for each component/criterion/trait 

 
Checklists give a list of content that should be included in students’ work. The content may be listed sequentially 
indicating the order in which it should occur. The evaluator marks each item on the checklist that the student has 
completed or included in their work.  
  
Holistic rubrics assess the overall quality of student work by providing descriptions of student work at different levels of 
performance. These descriptions define the overall characteristics of student work at each level of performance. Holistic 
rubrics provide an overview of student performance and have the advantage of quick scoring. However, holistic rubrics 
do not differentiate between multiple traits and therefore may not provide as detailed a picture of student performance 
as an analytic rubric. They are most useful when a single trait is sufficient to define the quality of student work.   
  

Developing Holistic Rubrics  
The first step in developing a holistic rubric is to identify the components in the student work that are related to 
the learning outcome. These components should be linked to the student learning outcomes developed as part 
of the co-curricular program’s assessment plan. After the components are identified, the next step is to decide 
how many levels are necessary to classify the quality of students’ work. The descriptors chosen for the mid-point 
level of the rubric should describe the primary characteristics of the students’ work that meet the minimum 
acceptable program standard.   

  
Analytic rubrics provide separate evaluation of student work on multiple traits. They can pinpoint particular areas where 
students need improvement, which can be used during planning to suggest opportunities to improve instruction. One 
drawback to the use of analytic rubrics is that they require more time to use than holistic rubrics. 
 

Developing Analytic Rubrics   
The first step in developing an analytic rubric is to identify the trait or traits (knowledge, skills, or abilities) to be 
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measured. Traits should be linked to the student learning outcomes and developed as part of the co-curricular 
program assessment plan. The number of traits to include in the analytic rubric should be guided by the learning 
outcome.  
  
The next step is to decide how many levels are necessary to classify the quality in student work for each trait 
being measured. The descriptors chosen for each level of the rubric should describe the primary characteristics 
of students’ work for each of the selected traits. Sometimes it can be difficult to find meaningful descriptors for 
several levels of performance. Remember, all of the characteristics listed must be reflected in the students’ work 
in order to be scored as meeting that level of the rubric. “Tool 2: Internet Resources for Developing Rubrics” 
provides links that may useful in developing rubrics.  
 

 
Example Checklist: 
 

Checklist for Articulating Skills Learned in Co-Curricular Organizations  
The paper:  Yes No 

Identifies co-curricular level of participation 
  


  

Discusses two skills learned through participation 
  


  

Shares example of ways to apply skills in personal and/or professional life 
  


  

 
 

Example Holistic Rubric: 

Below Standard Meets Standard Exceeds Standard 
The essay:   
identifies little to no information 
about levels of co-curricular 
participation 
  
discusses one or no skills learned 
through co-curricular participation 
  
does not share examples of how to 
apply skills in personal and/or 
professional life 

The essay:  
identifies co-curricular level of 
participation 
 
discusses two skills learned 
through co-curricular 
participation 
  
shares examples of ways to 
apply skills in personal and/or 
professional life 
 

The essay:  
identifies co-curricular level of 
participation referencing specific 
organizations, activities, and experiences 
  
discusses two skills learned through co-
curricular participation linking them to the 
activities where they were learned 
  
shares examples of ways to apply skills in 
both personal and professional life 

Tool 2: Internet Resources for Developing Rubrics  
 
http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php 
http://www.teach-nology.com/web_tools/rubrics/general 
http://www.rcampus.com/indexrubric.cfm 
http://teacher.scholastic.com/tools/rubric.htm 
http://www.learner.org/workshops/hswriting/interactives/rubric/ 
 

 

http://rubistar.4teachers.org/index.php
http://www.teach-nology.com/web_tools/rubrics/general
http://www.rcampus.com/indexrubric.cfm
http://teacher.scholastic.com/tools/rubric.htm
http://www.learner.org/workshops/hswriting/interactives/rubric/
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Example Analytic Rubric: 

Characteristics/Traits Below 
Standard 

Meets 
Standard 

Exceeds Standard 
 

Identifies level of co-curricular 
participation  
  

Identifies little to no 
information about 
participation  

Identifies co-curricular 
level of participation  

Identifies co-curricular level of 
participation referencing 
specific organizations, 
activities, and experiences 
 

Discusses skills learned 
through co-curricular 
participation 
  

Discusses one or no skills 
learned through co-
curricular participation 
 

Discusses two skills 
learned through co-
curricular 
participation 
 

Discusses two skills learned 
through co-curricular 
participation linking them to 
the activities where they were 
learned 
 

Shares examples of how to 
apply skills in real world 
settings  

Fails to share examples of 
how to apply skills in real 
world settings  

Shares examples of 
ways to apply skills in 
personal and/or 
professional life 

Shares examples of ways to 
apply skills in both personal 
and professional life 
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Appendix IC: Glossary 
 

• Action Verb: A verb that reflects overt behavior that can be observed  
• Analysis: Process of summarizing information to make inferences about student learning and program 

effectiveness  
• Assessment Council (AC): interdisciplinary group composed of faculty, staff, students, and administrators who, 

with the Institute for Teaching and Learning, works together with the aim of improving learning on campus 
• Assessment Cycle Reflection: A program’s comprehensive look at the past assessment cycle 
• Assessment Plan: A program’s plan (usually 3-5 years) for student learning outcomes assessment 
• Assessment Update: A program’s yearly submission of progress on student learning outcomes assessment  
• Categorical: Data that are grouped by performance  
• Closing the Assessment Loop: Implementing changes based on assessment findings  
• Co-Curricular: Programs on campus that provide opportunities for student learning, but are not an academic 

program 
• Data: Quantitative or qualitative scores attributed to student work or responses to indirect measure data 

collections  
• Database: Electronic collection of data relating to student performance or responses  
• Descriptive Statistics: Standard formulas that generate numeric indicators of data allowing easier interpretation    

and comparison of data  
• Direct Measures: Assessments that evaluate actual samples of student work  
• Evaluator: Person responsible for evaluating students’ work using rubrics and other standardized forms  
• Expected Results: Pre-specified percentage of students expected to meet or exceed the performance criterion  
• Graph: A pictorial display used to help analyze and interpret data.  
• Indirect Measures: Assessments that analyze supportive evidence, information, and student perspective of 

learning  
• Institute for Teaching and Learning (ITL): Office at YSU that manages assessment activities across campus 
• Learning Outcome Map : Identifying where learning outcomes are supported in the programming   
• Measurable Outcomes: Outcomes that can differentiate the quality of student performance  
• Numerical: Data that are measured on scales that reflect student performance  
• Observable Outcomes: Outcomes that can be evidenced by student work or other data  
• Outcome Measures: Methods for assessing student mastery of learning outcomes  
• Outliers: Extreme values outside the expected range that should be reviewed for data entry or other errors  
• Performance Criterion: Pre-specified level of acceptable of student performance (direct measures) or response 

(indirect measures)  
• Rubrics: Standardized evaluation forms used to assess student work toward meeting learning outcomes  
• Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs): Statements that specify what students will know or be able to do as a result 

of earning their degrees  
• Success Rate: Percentage of students meeting the program standard  
• Table: A listing of data in a systemic format to facilitate comparison and analysis.  
• Taskstream AMS: The online reporting system used to collect program level assessment plans, updates, and 

reflections. 
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Section VIII: Co-Curricular Assessment Reporting Requirements at YSU  
   
The following information is designed to provide a timeline for co-curricular program assessment over a specific time 
period called an “assessment cycle” (typically between 3 and 5 years, but selected by a program). Table 1 below can be 
used as an example to guide the suggested assessment activities for each year in the Assessment Cycle for co-curricular 
programs. Templates for suggested activities, as well as information on submitting reports through Taskstream AMS 
(referred to as Taskstream), are located in the Appendices following this section. The Assessment Cycle begins with an 
Assessment PLAN and ends with a Cycle REFLECTION at the end of a cycle for co-curricular program assessment.  

Types of Reporting Requirements 

Assessment Foundation Documents: Student Learning Outcomes and a Learning Opportunity Map are created 
at a program's inception and reviewed for currency when developing or revising assessment plans. These 
submissions help provide the goals of the program translated into outcomes and provide a holistic overview of 
where and how learning is developed. A program’s mission statement, student learning outcomes, and learning 
opportunity map are submitted in the Foundational Information section of a program’s Taskstream workspace. 

Assessment Plan: A PLAN is designed to be completed at the start of the assessment cycle. PLANs detail the 
measurement of all student learning outcomes in the program over the next several years. PLANs are submitted 
in the Foundational Information section of a program’s Taskstream workspace. 

Assessment Update: After completing a PLAN, programs will report on the progress of the PLAN over several 
years. UPDATEs will focus on the student learning outcome(s) the program focused on the prior year, how the 
program measured the outcome(s), what the program learned from the data, and how the program will make 
modifications to improve student learning. The following year’s UPDATE will focus on a different student 
learning outcome(s). Between the consecutive years of UPDATEs, a program will touch on all student learning 
outcomes at least once during their assessment cycle. 

Assessment Cycle Reflection: The Cycle REFLECTION is meant to be a summative look at the past years of the 
assessment cycle (including planning, outcome measuring, analysis of student learning, and action steps for 
improvement). The REFLECTION is completed in the last year of the assessment cycle. REFLECTIONs are meant 
to gauge the health and status of student learning and assessment processes in a program. 

Starting the second cycle (and beyond), in order to avoid an entire year of no data collection, it is recommended to 
combine the last year of a cycle (REFLECTION) with Year 1 of the next cycle (PLAN). In most cases, changes to the 
foundational documents and PLAN are minor. If the program anticipates major changes, then we would be happy to 
work to determine an alternate deadline to update a PLAN while still ensuring ongoing assessment activities. 

Review Process 
The review process of any assessment submission is focused on providing support and enabling a program to effectively 
and efficiently evaluate learning in the program. There is evaluation of assessment processes in order to ensure that 
programs are maintaining high standards in assessing learning, but it is the vitality of the program’s assessment 
processes, not results, that will be evaluated in its review. Once submitted, a small group of co-curricular units meet as a 
team to review submissions and provide feedback in a group setting. Assessment staff will compile suggestions and may 
provide additional feedback. Feedback is returned to the program with suggestions for improvement meant to inform 
assessment moving forward. Occasionally reports are returned for revision or a consult is scheduled to gather more 
information or work toward process improvements. 

Reporting Schedule 
With integration of assessment reporting into a cycle (years depending on program needs), the needs and types of 
assessment reporting will follow a more set schedule. See below for more information. If you are unsure of what report 
to submit after reviewing the reporting schedule, please contact our office for additional guidance. 

mailto:ysuassessment@ysu.edu?subject=Help%20on%20Reporting%20Schedule
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Table 1: Sample Assessment Activities for Co-Curricular Programs Based on a 5 Year Cycle  
(modify Years 2 through 5 based on length of cycle and number of outcomes) 
 

CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAM ASSESSMENT CYCLE 
 

Year 1 
(First 
Cycle) 

• Review and/or modify a complete set of Student Learning Outcomes for your program (these will be broken 
down and analyzed separately in each year and then comprehensively in Year 5) and submit in Taskstream 

• Review and/or modify the learning opportunity map in Taskstream to reflect any updates 
• Complete and submit all parts of Assessment PLAN in Taskstream; June deadline 
• Use Assessment PLAN to determine subset of Year 1 Student Learning Outcomes 
• Collect data on Year 1 SLOs 

Year 2 

• Analyze data on Year 1 SLOs 
• Submit Assessment UPDATE in Taskstream detailing what you learned from analyzing Year 1 SLOs; June 

deadline 
• Suggest Action Steps to improve student learning on selected SLO’s (if necessary) and input in Taskstream; 

June deadline 
• Implement Action Steps from Year 1 update (if necessary) 
• Use PLAN to determine subset of Student Learning Outcomes to be focused on for Year 2 
• Collect data on Year 2 SLOs 

Year 3 

• Provide status report updates to action steps inputted in previous year in Taskstream; June deadline 
• Analyze data on Year 2 SLOs 
• Submit Assessment UPDATE in Taskstream detailing what you learned from analyzing Year 2 SLOs; June 

deadline  
• Suggest Action Steps to improve student learning on selected SLO’s (if necessary) and input in Taskstream; 

June deadline 
• Implement Action Steps from Year 2 update (if necessary) 
• Use PLAN to determine subset of Student Learning Outcomes to be focused on for Year 3 
• Collect data on Year 3 SLOs 

Year 4 

• Provide status report updates to action steps inputted in previous year in Taskstream; June deadline 
• Analyze data on Year 3 SLOs 
• Submit Assessment UPDATE in Taskstream detailing what you learned from analyzing Year 3 SLOs; June 

deadline 
• Suggest Action Steps to improve student learning on selected SLO’s (if necessary) and input in Taskstream; 

June deadline 
• Implement Action Steps from Year 3 update (if necessary) 
• Use PLAN to determine subset of Student Learning Outcomes to be focused on for Year 4 
• Collect data on Year 4 SLOs 

Year 
5/Year 1 

(Next 
Cycle) 

• Provide status report updates to action steps inputted in previous year in Taskstream; June deadline 
• Analyze data/reporting/Action Steps from past 4 years on all SLOs  
• Complete Assessment Cycle REFLECTION detailing how you use the assessment process to improve learning 

for students in the program; June deadline 
• Review Foundational Documents and Assessment PLAN  
• Make any desired adjustments to Foundational Documents and/or Assessment PLAN 

End of Cycle 
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Taskstream Introduction and Basic Navigation 
Taskstream AMS is the platform that is used to submit ALL student-learning assessment documents. The following 
appendices includes templates that can be used for drafting, however, these templates will not be accepted as formal 
submissions. Tasktream was implemented to support the following benefits:  
 

• Allows multiple users from your program/unit to work on assessment reporting 
• Creates a centralized workspaces that encourages continuous review of assessment data to help avoid the 

scramble that typically accompanies reporting deadlines 
• Manages historical assessment reports and data to ease your ability to reflect on past student learning 

outcomes 
• Facilitates alignment between learning outcomes, divisional goals, and institutional priorities 
• Empower the Institute for Teaching and Learning (ITL) to examine assessment as a whole and support 

continuously improving student learning assessment at Youngstown State University 
 
Accessing Taskstream 
To access Taskstream, visit your Penguin Portal at https://ysu.edu/penguin-portal. Taskstream is set up to be a single 
sign on through your portal. The first time you visit Taskstream, you will need to agree to a set of terms and conditions. 
If you are unable to sign-on, please contact ysuassessment@ysu.edu or 330-941-4679 for account creation assistance. 

 

Basic Navigation 
After logging-in you will be brought to a home screen that include your associated workspaces. The co-curricular 
assessment workspace is called Co-curricular Planning and Assessment Workspace. Click the title to open the 
workspace and begin entering information. Your screen will look different based on the permissions you are assigned. 

 

https://ysu.edu/penguin-portal
mailto:ysuassessment@ysu.edu
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After opening your Co-curricular Planning and Assessment Workspace, you’ll be brought to this screen. Down the left 
hand toolbar, you’ll see all assessment reporting requirements for your entire assessment cycle (the next 3-5 years 
depending on cycle length).  

 

If a space has a “lock” icon next to the text that means it has already been submitted. You’ll find several bold text 
headers (these correspond with the year of your assessment cycle, standing requirements being Year 1) and then sub-
headers (these identify the various parts that need to be submitted within a year) to help you navigate: 

• Standing Requirements/Foundational Information– These are items you complete in the first year of your 
assessment cycle, including your program/unit’s mission statement, learning outcomes, learning opportunity 
map, and assessment plan. 

• Archived Assessment Documents – This is not a space that requires a submission, but is used as a document 
repository to store old assessment documents, or supporting information you want to associate with your entire 
workspace.  

• 20XX Assessment Cycle – This is where you submit your assessment updates. Your assessment updates include 
3 sections submitted in the current year (measures pulled over from your assessment plan, entering findings, 
and creating an action plan based on findings) and 1 submitted the following year (status report of the previous 
year’s action steps). You’ll see a year in parenthesis after each sub-header to help you remember that status 
reports are submitted at the start of the next assessment cycle.  

• Assessment Cycle Reflection – This will be the last header you see in your workspace and is to be completed in 
the last year of your assessment cycle.  

Note: For co-curricular units doing a Cycle Reflection or Assessment Plan in 2020, the Taskstream workspace has been slightly modified to make 
reporting easier. Updated screenshot tutorials are included in the Plan and Cycle Reflection sections.  

 

When you click on any sub-header, you’ll be able to view the section due date, directions, and the review method/rubric 
for each section. 
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Basic Editing 
To edit any section, Taskstream requires you to Check Out the section. If you have multiple people working in your 
workspace, this protects any information from being overwritten. Simply click Check Out and you will be able to edit any 
section information. When you are finished working in that section, you will Check In your work using a button in the 
same location. If you forget to Check In your work, Taskstream will automatically do so when you close your browser. 
Detailed instructions on editing each section are in the following sections.  

 

 

 

Submitting Your Reports & Accessing Feedback 
Taskstream allows you to edit information up until the point when you formally submit a section. To submit a section 
before the due date, click on the Submission & Read Reviews tab.  
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The submission tab will pull up a list of all of your sections along the left hand side of the screen, and the current status 
and corresponding actions based on each section.  
 

 
 
 
For example, you’ll note the Mission Statement has been submitted and has a Score/Results report available, while the 
Learning Outcomes section has been submitted, but no feedback is currently available, and thus you are able to Cancel 
your Submission. If you look down at the bottom at Status Report (2018), you’ll note that you can Edit Work or Submit 
Work as this section has not be submitted.  
 
To view your feedback on any section, click the Score/Results Report. You’ll be notified via email when this feedback in 
available. In the example below for the Mission Statement, you’ll note that the section Meets Requirements. If 
comments are included, they will appear on this screen. 
 

 
 
The following appendices will include detailed instructions, including templates, rubrics, tip and hits, and Taskstream 
submission guidelines for each section of the assessment process at Youngstown State University.  
 

Feel free to contact ysuassessment@ysu.edu with any additional questions. 

mailto:ysuassessment@ysu.edu
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Appendix IIA: Foundational 

Documents – Mission Statement, 
Learning Outcomes & Learning 

Opportunity Map 

 
 
See Section I: Developing Student Learning Outcomes and Section II: Designing Learning Opportunity Maps for 

information on how to develop student learning outcomes and create a learning opportunity map. 
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Connecting Departmental Goals with Student Learning Outcomes Template (Optional) 
 

This document may be used at a tool for programs new to assessment to begin translating their 
department or program goals into learning outcomes. This document does not need to be formally 
submitted through Taskstream : 
 
Mission/Goals of 
Department  
(especially as related 
to YSU Mission) 

What do you hope 
students learn or 
value as a result 
these goals? 

What skills do you 
hope students take 
with them as a 
result of these 
goals? 

Reframe these 
goals/hopes as 
student learning 
outcomes 
(Students will be 
able to…) 
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ENTERING & UPDATING YOUR MISSION STATEMENT  

1. To enter or edit your mission statement, click the Year 1: Mission Statement section in your left toolbar. If 
you have previously entered a mission statement, it will appear on the screen. To enter or edit your mission 
statement, you must CHECK OUT this requirement.   
 

 

2. Click the EDIT button to open a textbox.  
 

 
3. A text box will open and you can type or copy/paste your mission statement into the text box. If you 

previously entered your mission statement, it will appear on the screen and you can make any edits. When 
you are satisfied, click the SUBMIT button.    
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4. Editing Note: If you are editing your mission statement, you will automatically be prompted and asked if 
you want to update your mission statement in other places throughout your Taskstream workspace. Click 
the check-boxes for the places you want your mission statement updated. In most cases, it will make sense 
to update your mission statement in all areas. Click APPLY CHANGES. If you click NO UPDATES REQUIRED, 
your mission statement will not update in the other areas it has been entered. 
 

 

5. Your updated mission statement will now be available in all workspaces. Click RETURN TO WORK AREA.   
 

 

 
6. In order for others to access your mission statement you will need to CHECK IN the requirement.   

 

 

 

  
 

 

Where do you want mission statement 
updated (typically all areas)? 
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ENTERING & MAPPING STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES 

1. To enter your learning outcomes, you must CHECK OUT this requirement. 
 

 
 

2. Click CREATE NEW SET. 
 

 

 
3. Enter a title for your outcome set (i.e. Admissions’ SLOs). Note: If desired, check the box to allow your 

outcomes to be used in outcome mapping to other workspaces. This function allows other units to align with 
your outcomes and may be useful for collaboration or aligning divisional and/or college outcomes. This is 
not required and can be edited in the future. When you are satisfied, click CONTINUE. 
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4. After clicking continue, you will be taken back to the original workspace screen and will see your outcome 
set title header. To add your student learning outcomes to the set, click the CREATE NEW OUTCOME button. 
 

 

5. Enter a short title or descriptor for your learning outcome (e.g. SLO 1: Connection). Include your full learning 
outcome text in the Description text box (e.g. Students will be able to articulate their connection to the 
university). When you are satisfied, click CONTINUE. 
 

 

6. You now have the ability to map your outcome to institutional goals (and department or college goals as 
appropriate). Mapping your outcome to institutional goals, ensures that the information you entered will 
be aligned when reports are pulled out of the system on institutional priorities. To map click the ADD 
MAPPING link. 
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7. In the Select category of set to map to drop down menu choose GOALS SETS DISTRIBUTED TO [your area] 
and then click GO located right next to the drop down menu. Note: Be sure to click go and not continue! 
 

 

8. Select the set you want to align with your outcome (e.g. General Education Learning Outcomes). You can 
only map to one set at a time, but you can go back and add additional mapping from other sets to any of 
your outcomes. Click CONTINUE. 
 

 

9. Use the check boxes to select the applicable goal(s) to map to your outcome. Click CONTINUE. 
 

 
 
 

 

Don’t forget to click Go!  
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10. At this point you are taken back to the original screen, but with your new outcome and mapping added to 
the workspace. If needed, click MAP to add additional mapping to your outcome. Click CREATE NEW 
OUTCOME to begin adding additional outcomes. From this screen, you can map, edit, or delete any 
outcomes or outcome sets. All outcomes you enter in this space can be copied into future workspaces. 
 

 

11. In order for others to access your learning outcomes you will need to CHECK IN the requirement. 
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Learning Opportunity Map Drafting Template 
 
Please refer to the Co-Curricular Assessment Handbook, Part 1, Section II: Designing Learning Opportunity Maps for completion instructions. Map 
will be created and submitted in Taskstream in the Foundational Information section. 
 
 

How Students 
Interact w/ your 

 Department  
Departmental  
Learning  
Outcomes 

             

              

              

              

              

              

 
*Mapping can specify whether or not the outcome is addressed (i.e. “X”) or can specify how much the outcome is being addressed. Examples of this could include 
Introduced, Reinforced, Mastered or a collapsed Bloom’s: K=knowledge/comprehension, A=apply/analyze, S=synthesize/evaluate) 
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CREATE A LEARNING OPPORTUNITY MAP 

1. To start your map, you must CHECK OUT this requirement. 

 

2. Click the CREATE NEW CURRICULUM MAP button to begin creating your map. 

 

3. Enter a title for your map (e.g. Financial Aid Map). You can optionally add a description of your map. Make 
sure to select the set of outcomes you want to use in your map, using the Select Alignment Set drop down 
menu, select “View sets available within [YOUR AREA]” and click the GO button to the right of the drop down 
menu. Click SELECT next to your program student learning outcomes.  
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4. After selecting your outcomes, a popup will appear letting you know that the map will open in a new 
window. Click OK to proceed. Note: Be sure to allow pop-ups for Taskstream in your pop up blocker, so you 
are able to access the curriculum map tool. 

 

 

5. Your student learning outcomes will automatically appear across the top of your map. To input 
events/interactions/ activities, click the + button located on the left side of your learning opportunity map.  
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6. Enter Course/Activity ID and Course/Activity Title. The ID is meant to be a shortened abbreviation of the 
title, to facilitate formatting of exported maps. When you are satisfied with your event/activity, click CREATE 
button. This will add the activity to your map. Continue adding as many events/activities as you need. 

 

 
 

7. As you enter activities, a matrix will be created with boxes for each outcome associated with each activity. 
For each activity added to the map, you can choose the alignment designation by clicking the intersecting 
box. Intersections between an SLO and an activity may simply be indicated by an X for occurrence, or you 
may wish to create a hierarchy to the interactions. The hierarchy uses the Revised Bloom's Taxonomy, but 
also accounts for the Introduced/Reinforced/Mastered key (First Level - 1: Remember/Understand or 
Introduced; Second Level - 2: Apply/Analyze or Reinforced; and Third Level - 3: Evaluate/Create or 
Mastered). As you click in the box you’ll see 1, 2, 3, and X options.  
 
You may choose to use the hierarchy or choose the X option. Note: It is recommended that you chose one 
schema for the map (e.g. use 1, 2, 3 or Xs) rather than multiple schema in the same map. Repeat for all 
subsequent SLO’s and learning activities. When you are finished, click the blue SAVE NOW button in the 
upper right hand corner of your screen.  
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8. Close the curriculum map window. In order for others to access your curriculum map you will need to CHECK 
IN the requirement.  
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Appendix IIB: Assessment Plan 
 
 
 
 

See Section III: Designing Outcome Measures for information on how to develop measures for your student 
learning outcomes. 
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YSU Student Learning Assessment Plan Drafting Document 
Due: June 30 in Year One of Assessment Cycle in Taskstream workspace 

 
To Complete the Plan:  
For the purposes of this plan, we ask that you describe how you plan to report all student learning outcomes during the assessment cycle. This planning will 
facilitate the ability for programs to focus on using data to provide evidence that students are achieving the learning outcomes expected in the program. Note 
that co-curricular programs must assess learning in all the program learning outcomes in the course of the cycle. You may use this template for drafting 
purposes only. You will be entering your student learning outcomes, measures, and performance criteria directly into Taskstream.    
 

Questions Instructions Student Learning 
Outcome 1 

Student Learning 
Outcome 2 

Student Learning 
Outcome 3 

Student Learning 
Outcome 4 

1. What is the student 
learning outcome (SLO) 
to be assessed? 

State the SLO here; you may also include 
specific behaviors or criteria if you wish. If 
you have more than four SLOs, you 
may add additional rows  
Submit in Learning Outcome section of 
Taskstream workspace. 
 

    

2. How does your 
department facilitate the 
development of 
knowledge and skills in 
this area? 

What are the opportunities that students 
have, through interacting with your 
department, to achieve these SLOs? 
Note: your learning opportunity map likely 
has this information outlined, though you 
may identify additional opportunities. 
 
This information is collected through your 
Learning Opportunity Map in Taskstream 
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3. What year will you 
evaluate the SLO? 

What year in your cycle will you assess 
this SLO? e.g,., 2016-2017,  
Note: The length of your cycle depends 
on the number of department SLOs (e.g., 
3 SLOs=3 year cycle) Note that a full 
cycle should be no more than 4-5 years; if 
you have more than 5 SLOs, then the 
department may need to report on more 
than one SLO some years. 
 
Submit in Assessment Plan – Measures – 
Implementation Plan section of 
Taskstream workspace. 

 
  

 
 

4. What methods will you 
use to measure each 
student learning 
outcome? (minimum of 
two for each SLO) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 How will you measure this SLO? Please 
include a minimum of two methods. The 
more direct the method, the fewer 
sources needed to provide evidence of 
learning. Note that this is a central step 
in creating a plan; planning methods 
carefully will create a more easily 
implemented assessment plan. 
 
Submit in Assessment Plan – Measures 
section of Taskstream workspace. 
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5. Where will you collect 
the data from? 

 From what programs, services, locations, 
and/or populations will you collect the 
data? Your curriculum map can help 
identify potential targets. It could be 
helpful to indicate primary and secondary 
locations, if there are many potential 
places to collect data. 
 
Submit in Assessment Plan – Measures – 
Details/Description section of Taskstream 
workspace. 

 
  

 
 

6. Are there any targets or 
benchmarks for the 
data? (optional) 

In some cases, departments may be 
seeking a certain level of performance; if 
so, indicate here. It is optional or may be 
added later. 
 
Submit in Assessment Plan – Measures – 
Performance Criteria section of 
Taskstream workspace. 

 
  

 
 

7. What were the results 
from your 
assessments? (e.g., 
strengths, challenges, 
action steps) 

It is important to consider these questions 
in the planning stage, even if answers will 
not be requested until the SLO reporting 
year. 

To be evaluated in SLO 
reporting year 

To be evaluated in 
SLO reporting year 

To be evaluated in 
SLO reporting year 

To be evaluated in 
SLO reporting 

year 
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8. How and with whom did 
you share your results? 

9. When will this learning 
outcome be evaluated 
again? How will you 
evaluate the impact of 
any action steps taken? 
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Tips & Examples: Assessment Plan 
 
 
Below you will find further explanation of the information the Institute for Teaching and Learning seeks, as well as some fictional examples of the types of 
answers that could be included in a plan (though certainly not an exhaustive collection). For the purposes of the example, we have created a fictional YSU Office 
who is focused on student community involvement; this is an area in which multiple units on campus are engaged. 

Note that plans that would be considered exemplary do not need to be examples of a textbook assessment process; rather, they show honest exploration of 
learning outcomes and earnest intent to use data to make decisions and share information. They will not necessarily have “black and white” examples of data, 
analyses, or conclusions. Indeed, our example is meant to not be “textbook” perfect, but rather to give you some idea of what responses might look like 

Questions Instructions Example  Tips 

1. What is the student 
learning outcome (SLO) 
to be assessed? 

State the SLO here; you may also include 
specific behaviors or criteria if you wish. If 
you have more than four SLOs, you 
may add additional rows. Submit in 
Learning Outcome section of Taskstream 
workspace. 
 

Students will articulate the 
importance of community 
involvement to their 
education. 

• Should align with mission and goals of department, 
division, and university 

• List all SLOs for your department 
• May include criteria or specific behaviors expected 

 
Check-in: Could your learning outcomes stand alone to 
describe what your office does with students? 

2. How does your 
department facilitate the 
development of 
knowledge and skills in 
this area? 

What are the opportunities that students 
have, through interacting with your 
department, to achieve these SLOs? 
Note: your learning opportunity map likely 
has this information outlined, though you 
may identify additional opportunities. This 
information is collected through your 
Learning Opportunity Map in Taskstream 
 

University Wide Day of Service; 
Volunteer Week; 
Presentations to Student 
Organizations 

Your learning opportunity map likely has this information 
outlined, though you may identify additional 
opportunities. 
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3. What year will you 
evaluate the SLO? 

What year in your cycle will you assess 
this SLO? e.g,., 2016-2017,  
Note: The length of your cycle depends 
on the number of department SLOs (e.g., 
3 SLOs=3 year cycle) Note that a full 
cycle should be no more than 4-5 years; if 
you have more than 5 SLOs, then the 
department may need to report on more 
than one SLO some years. Submit in 
Assessment Plan – Measures – 
Implementation Plan section of 
Taskstream workspace. 

2019-2020 

• Year listed should be “measure/evaluate” year 
• Measure/evaluate is main focus for year, but you 

should also: 
o Consider SLO in planning year, and 
o Check-in the next year to make sure action 

steps are in process 
• At the end of your cycle will be a holistic reflection and 

planning year 

4. What methods will you 
use to measure each 
student learning 
outcome? (minimum of 
two for each SLO) 

 How will you measure this SLO? Please 
include a minimum of two methods. The 
more direct the method, the fewer 
sources needed to provide evidence of 
learning. Note that this is a central step 
in creating a plan; planning methods 
carefully will create a more easily 
implemented assessment plan. Submit 
in Assessment Plan – Measures section 
of Taskstream workspace. 

In Spring 2020 we will 
administer the CIRCLE survey, 
a nationally normed measure 
of civic engagement in young 
adults to all participants in 
days of service and volunteer 
week. As an additional 
measure, student volunteer 
team leaders from both 
events, will be asked to lead a 
discussion on the importance 
of civic engagement, and 
submit their discussion notes 
alongside a rubric used to 
evaluate the ability of students 
in their discussion to articulate 
the importance of community 
involvement. Discussion 
questions and rubric will be 
developed. 

While you must have a minimum of one tool/measure, we 
recommend two measures per outcome. You can use 
perceptions or attitudes to look at the impact of your 
unit’s activities on student learning. Measuring 
perceptions is an indirect measure. It is also possible to 
measure students’ factual knowledge about information 
they learned during a workshop, as a result of completing 
community service, or participating in a learning 
community (etc.). This would be considered a direct 
measure. Note that an exemplary rating on this item would 
be for a unit that includes a direct measure in its tools.  
 
See Part 1: Section III of this handbook for more 
information on designing assessment measures. 

5. Where will you collect the 
data from? 

From what programs, services, locations, 
and/or populations will you collect the 
data? Your curriculum map can help 
identify potential targets. It could be 
helpful to indicate primary and secondary 
locations, if there are many potential 
places to collect data. Submit in 

Survey will be sent to all active 
students who participated in a 
volunteer activity in the past 
year. Discussions will be 
facilitated at the end of each 
event. Student leaders will be 

• A continuation from #4, because identifying location 
provides: 

o More detailed planning 
o Ensure all major student groups and 

populations are included (traditional, non-
traditional., online, etc.) 

https://civicyouth.org/tools-for-practice/survey-measures-of-civic-engagement/
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Assessment Plan – Measures – 
Details/Description section of Taskstream 
workspace. 

trained for discussions during 
their leader orientation. 

o Identify back-up collection points, or 
primary/secondary 

• Use learning opportunity map to identify collection 
points 

6. Are there any targets or 
benchmarks for the data? 
(optional) 

In some cases, departments may be 
seeking a certain level of performance; if 
so, indicate here. It is optional or may be 
added later. 
 
Submit in Assessment Plan – Measures – 
Performance Criteria section of 
Taskstream workspace. 
 

This data will be used as 
baseline data to set 
benchmarks for future cycles. 

• Optional, especially this planning cycle 
• Can be helpful in providing aspirational goals and 

identifying areas needing improvement 

7. What were the results 
from your assessments? 
(e.g., strengths, 
challenges, action steps) 

It is important to consider these questions 
in the planning stage, even if answers will 
not be requested until the SLO reporting 
year. 

To be evaluated in SLO reporting year 
 

8. How and with whom did 
you share your results? 

 

 

9. When will this learning 
outcome be evaluated 
again? How will you 
evaluate the impact of 
any action steps taken? 
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Rubric: Assessment Plan 
 

Reviewers (Team #): Unit: Program Rubric Designation: 
 

Question (with #) Best Practice Proficient Developing Revision Needed 
4. Measures or tools 
selected 

Clear description and choice of at least 
two measures to effectively evaluate 
achievement of each learning outcome. 
The department explains how the 
number and types of measures will 
allow the program to evaluate and 
improve upon learning  

Effective choice of at least two 
measures for each learning outcome. 
Uses only indirect measures. 

Effort to choose at least one measure, but may 
not be aligned with learning outcome or 
measure student learning. May not include 
sufficient numbers of methods for all years in 
the cycle. 

No clear measures identified 
or attempt to measure 
student learning. 

8. Data collection plan It is clear that the department has a 
developed plan for collecting SLO data 
throughout their cycle. Specific places 
and/or times for collecting data are 
identified. The plan is realistic and 
integrated with department activities. 

The department has a developed plan 
for collecting SLO data throughout 
their cycle. While later years may be 
less developed, the next reporting year 
has detailed information for collecting 
data. The plan would reasonably 
integrate with department activities. 

Evidence of effort to develop a plan for 
collecting data. May not be sufficiently 
developed to show detail of times and places 
for collection. Plans may be unrealistic or so far 
outside of regular department activities that 
sustainability may be a concern. May also be 
lacking one or more years of the collection plan. 

No clear plan for collection of 
data across cycle. May leave 
multiple years out of plan or 
plan is very unrealistic to 
implement. 

Holistic score: The unit has 
successfully and clearly 
completed the report, with 
particular attention to 
questions 1, 2, 3, & 6. 

Unit strives to completely and 
accurately answer all other questions in 
the plan. Clear intent to provide full and 
accurate information, as well as context 
relevant to reviewer’s understanding. 

A good faith effort was used to 
complete all questions. Some lack of 
context acceptable. 

The unit did not put forth effort to completely 
answer questions; some incomplete or 
confusing answers make clear understanding 
difficult. 

Many/most other questions 
were incomplete or 
incomprehensible. May have 
some answers left blank. 

Plans may be designated as proficient, developing, or in need of revision. Best practice is intended to show the elements of a mature and well-developed plan

Comments/Recommendations made by the assessment team: 
Strengths of the Report: 
 
 
 
 
Feedback/Recommendations: 
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CREATING AN ASSESSMENT PLAN 
 

1. To create your plan, you must CHECK OUT this requirement. 
 

 
2. Click CREATE NEW ASSESSMENT PLAN.   

 

 
 
3. Under the Measures header, click the SELECT SET button. 
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4. Click the button SELECT EXISTING SET. This will pull over your program’s student learning outcomes. 
 

 

5. Select your outcome set and then click CONTINUE. 
 

 

6. For your Assessment Plan, you’ll want to include measures for all learning outcomes. Click the check box 
that says INCLUDE ALL. Then click the ACCEPT AND RETURN TO PLAN. 
 

 

7. For each learning outcome that was selected, we recommend you adding 2 corresponding measures. To do 
so click the ADD NEW MEASURE button which appears under every outcome. 
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8. Fill out the text fields for the new measure. Any information you enter in this section will be carried over 
into future years. Be sure to indicate the year you plan on reporting on the outcome! Note: You can use 
the IMPORT MEASURE button to copy measures from other outcomes. For example, if you use an end of 
year survey for multiple outcomes, it may be quicker to copy and edit the measure instead of reentering 
all of the information. When you are finished entering information for a specific measure, click APPLY 
CHANGES on the bottom of the page to return to your cycle assessment plan screen. 
 

 
 

9. Once a measure has been added you may add any attachments or web links to that measure by clicking 
ADD/EDIT ATTACHMENTS AND LINKS button under the Measures heading. Continue adding measures to 
all of your learning outcomes. We recommend 2 measures for each outcome.   
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10. In order for others to access your Assessment Plan, you will need to CHECK IN this requirement. 
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Appendix IIC: Assessment Update  
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

See Section IV: Collecting Data, Section V: Analyzing Assessment Data, and Section VI: Share Results for 
information relevant to completing your Assessment Update. 
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YSU Student Learning Assessment Update Drafting Template 
Due: June 30th in the Middle Years of Assessment Cycle in Taskstream Workspace 

  
Directions: 

1. Outline the status of action steps identified in previous years and/or since the start of your assessment cycle. 
2. List student learning outcome(s) focus during the past year. 
3. Summarize methods used to assess each SLO. Detailed data is not needed, only methods and groups evaluated. 
4. Summarize the student learning evidence and findings—what were student learning strengths and challenges 

based on the data? 
5. Indicate specifically how this evidence was used to improve student learning in the program. 
6. Please attach copies of any surveys, rubrics, or other assessment tools as appropriate. 

Previous Action Steps 
Status 

 
Status Report (prior year) section 

in Taskstream 

 

Prior Year Student 
Learning Outcomes 

 
These will be pulled over into 
Assessment Measures (current 

year) from your Assessment Plan 
in Taskstream 

 

Assessment Methods 
for each reported SLO 

 
These will be pulled over into 
Assessment Measures (current 

year) from your Assessment Plan 
in Taskstream 

 

Evidence & Findings 
Regarding Student 

Learning 
 

Assessment Findings (current 
year) section in Taskstream 

 

Use of Results 
 

Action Plan (current year) section 
in Taskstream 
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Tip & Examples: Assessment Update 
Due: June 30th in the Middle Years of Assessment Cycle in Taskstream Workspace 

  

Previous Action Steps 
Status 

 
Status Report (prior year) 

section in Taskstream 

(Note: Focus on action steps from the previous assessment year) 
 
Status of action steps: Ongoing.  
 
Two years ago we updated our website to ensure a better flow for students looking for 
information on finding and applying for a job. We did this in response to data from SLO 
4 on students feeling they were under-prepared for the job search process. SLO 4 will be 
formally evaluated next year. We hope to see a positive change in the data for this SLO 
4 as a result of updating the information the website. 

Prior Year Student 
Learning Outcomes 

 
These will be pulled over into 
Assessment Measures (current 

year) from your Assessment 
Plan in Taskstream 

SLO 1: Students will be able to discuss career fields that are in-demand in the State of 
Ohio. 

Assessment Methods 
for each reported 

SLO 
 

These will be pulled over into 
Assessment Measures (current 

year) from your Assessment 
Plan in Taskstream 

These methods assessed the learning outcomes: 
1. Appointment Summary Sheet, completed by Career Advisors after every student 

visit to Career Services.  
2. Graduating Senior Survey, given to graduating seniors when they register to 

graduate. 150 responses were collected this past year. 

Evidence & Findings 
Regarding Student 

Learning 
 

Assessment Findings (current 
year) section in Taskstream 

Summary Sheet: Generally, students were able to discuss careers that were in demand 
in the State of Ohio, but a significant portion struggled making connections between 
their education/experience and the skills needed for those careers. It appears that 
Seniors with a STEM focus were able to best make connections with their education and 
in-demand careers in the State of Ohio. 
 
Senior Survey: Question number 3 asked for students to list careers they were 
interested in that were in high-demand in the state of Ohio and why they were 
interested. 50% of respondents were able to identify at least one high-demand career.  

Use of Results 
 

Action Plan (current year) 
section in Taskstream 

Based primarily on the theses data, we will: 
 
Begin to provide professional and faculty advisors across disciplines with resources on 
the high-demand careers in Ohio that relate to their specific discipline. Build training 
that equips advisors to present this information to students on a regular basis, rather 
than just in the First-Year Experience course and Career Service visits. Career Services 
hopes to develop these resources and training over the next year and then implement 
the following with several pilot disciplines.  
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Rubric: Assessment Update 
 

Please circle the box that best describes the unit response for each selected question. A designation may be based on the update matching 
most, but not necessarily all, the criteria at a score level. 
 

Question Proficient Developing Revision Needed 
1. Prior Action Steps 
Status 

• Action steps explained and current status outlined 
• Action steps may be listed as completed 
• If not complete, some next steps included 

• Action steps may not be fully explained or current 
status is lacking 

No action steps or status 
provided 

3. Assessment 
Methods  

• 1 or 2 measures for each student learning 
outcome (SLO) (overlap in methods is acceptable) 

• Methods are appropriate and measure the target 
SLO 

• Reference to where and when measure taken 

• Some/all methods may not be aligned with SLO or 
may not measure student learning. 

• Some SLOs are not measured 
• May have incomplete information about those being 

assessed 

No measures identified and 
no information about those 
being assessed 
. 

4. Evidence and 
Findings of Student 
Learning  

• Successes and/or challenges in student learning 
identified 

• Findings based in data collected, though other 
sources/professional judgment also may be used 
to support conclusions 

• Identifies strength and challenge, but may not be 
related to the SLO or may not be based on data.  

• Findings focus on program, rather than student 
learning, strengths and challenges. 

No strength and/or challenge 
identified, not related to 
student learning.   

5. Use of Results • Action step (no action, if supported by data) 
rooted in the student learning findings 

• Action step is appropriate to the learning 
outcomes and can reasonably be carried out 

• In some cases, further study or confirmation of 
results by re-assessment is appropriate 

• Action step is mentioned, but is not grounded in the 
analysis of SLO data (i.e., strengths and challenges 
analysis). 

• Action step may not impact learning outcome 
• Action step may be unattainable 

Action step is not provided, 
or is not related to student 
learning. 

  
 

Peer Review Team: Program: 
Date: Program Rubric Designation: 

Comments/Recommendations made by the Assessment Team: 
Strengths of the Report: 
 
 
 
Feedback/Recommendations: 
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IMPORTING MEASURES INTO ASSESSMENT CYCLE UPDATE 

1. To begin, please Check Out this requirement. (Make sure the current year’s assessment cycle is selected on the left hand 
side of the screen.) 

 

 

2. Click the white button that says Copy Existing Plan as Starting Point to import the Assessment Plan you entered in the 
Standing Requirements section in year 1. 
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3. Select your Standing Requirements assessment plan and click the blue Submit button.  

 

4. If you collected any data using a different measure then you planned, click Add New Measure and follow the prompts to 
add additional measures. 

  

 

5. Click the Remove button next to any measure you did not use for the year. You should only include measures related to 
the outcome you are measuring for the year and which you have collected evidence for. 
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6. When finished adding and/or removing measures, click Select Set. 

 

7. In the first column, ONLY check the outcome(s) you will be reporting on for THIS YEAR (uncheck any outcome being 
reported on previously or in future cycles). 
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8. Click Accept and Return to Plan when only the current year’s outcomes are checked. 

 

 

9. Before checking in your work, make sure you only see the measures/outcomes you are reporting on for the current 
reporting cycle. Each box you see under the heading “Measure” should be one you are reporting on THIS YEAR. 
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10. In order for others to access this requirement you will need to Check In requirement when you are finished. 
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ENTERING ASSESSMENT FINDINGS 

1. To begin, please Check Out this requirement. Make sure you select the current year (such as 2018 used in example below). 

 

 

2. Under the Finding per Measure drop down, click Add Findings to open a screen to enter the evidence you collected for 
the corresponding measure. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

3. Fill out the Summary of Findings text box. You may optionally include information in the Reflections/Notes Textbox.. 
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4. You can also choose whether you have not met, met, or exceeded the performance threshold for the measure (if you 
created one in the plan). You will NOT be penalized for indicating something is “not met.” Assessment is a continuous 
improvement process. Click Submit to continue adding findings for other measures. 
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5. Once a finding has been added you may add any supporting attachments or web links to that finding using the Add/Edit 
Attachments and Links button. 

  

 

6. Continue adding evidence for all measures you are reporting on this cycle. 

7. In order for others to access this requirement you will need to Check In the requirement when you are finished. 
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CREATING ACTION STEPS LINKED TO ASSESSMENT FINDINGS 

1. To begin, please Check Out this requirement. Make sure you select the current year (such as 2017 used in example below). 

 

2. Click Create New Operational Plan button. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3. If you entered a mission statement in previous sections, it will appear on your screen. 
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4. Under the Actions header, click Select Set. 

 

5. On the top right of your screen, click Select Existing Set. 

 

 

6. Select your SLO set (you may only have one) and click Continue button. 
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7. Select the outcome(s) you reported findings on for the year (using the check box to the left of the outcome). For co-
curricular assessment reporting, you usually report on only one SLO a year. 

 

 

8. Click Accept and Return to Plan. 

 

9. Under your outcome, click Add New Action. 

Select one 
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10. The findings you entered in the previous section will appear on your screen, check the findings your action is based on. 
NOTE: While you have the option to skip this step, we do not recommend skipping it because your action steps will not be 
linked to your findings. Click CONTINUE when findings are selected.  

 

 

11. Fill out the information related to your action. The text boxes are meant as prompts to help you think about your 
action step. Fill out enough information as you’d like to help a reader understand your actions step. You are not required 
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to fill out all of the text boxes. Just a note, the budget boxes are not meant to be official request for budgeting, but a 
way for your unit to track budgetary needs. It is optional for you to complete this section. Click Apply Changes when all 
fields are completed. 

 

12. Once an action step has been added you may add any supporting attachments or web links to that action using Add/Edit 
Attachments and Links. Continue adding all action steps you are including for this cycle. 

 

 

13. In order for others to access this requirement you will need to Check In the requirement when you are finished. 
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STATUS REPORT 

1. This section is meant to be completed before the start of your next assessment reporting year. To begin, please "Check 
Out this requirement.  Make sure the current year is selected on the left hand side of the screen (the year 2023 is used in 
example below). 

 

 

 

2. Under the Action Statuses dropdown, click Add Status to open a screen to enter the status of your action step. 
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3. Complete the information and click Submit. You will NOT be penalized for indicating something is “not implemented” or 
other statuses. Assessment is a continuous improvement process. 

 

4. Once a status has been added you may add any supporting attachments or weblinks to that action using the Add/Edit 
Attachments and Links button. 

 

 

5. Continue adding a status for all action steps you included in the past cycle. 
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6. After updating the status of your action steps, under the Summary of Next Steps dropdown, click Edit. THIS STEP IS 
OPTIONAL. 

 

7. Use this textbox to include a narrative summary of next steps related to the statuses/action steps you had for this 
outcome and/or your assessment process in general. When you are finished, click Submit. 

 

8. In order for others to access this requirement you will need to Check In the requirement when you are finished. 
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Appendix IID:  

Assessment Cycle Reflection  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

See Section VII: Reflect and Begin Again for information about completing your Cycle Reflection. 
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YSU Assessment Cycle Reflection Drafting Template 
Due: June 30 in Last Year of Assessment Cycle in Taskstream Workspace 

 

Please address the following questions for the past Assessment Cycle (3-5 years depending on program); you 
may attach evidence as needed. 
 
 

1. Thinking about the program’s cycle as a whole, what were major strengths and/or challenges in 
student learning?  

 

 

2. What key changes were made to address student learning challenges? 
 
 
 

3. What is the impact of those changes on student learning in the program? 
 

 

4. If there is no evidence of impact, what adjustments to your next plan will allow you to collect evidence 
of impact? 

 

 

5. How does your assessment process adequately evaluate student learning in the program? 
 

 

6. What are current concerns regarding student achievement of student learning outcomes in your 
program? 

 

 

7. What are your goals for the next assessment cycle? 
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Assessment Cycle Reflection Tips and Hints 
 
The basic question categories included in the worksheet are: 

• Questions 1-3—reflection on the entire past assessment cycle 
• Questions 4-7—consideration for the next assessment cycle 

 
Please address the following questions; you may attach evidence as needed. 
1. Thinking about the program’s cycle as a whole, what were major strengths and/or challenges in student learning? 

Provide an analysis, based on all reports in the last assessment cycle, of major strengths or challenges in student 
learning. Focus on the larger, more significant findings, rather than just listing every single finding in the last cycle. 
Programs should include at a minimum several of each (as long as they were previously identified). 

2. What key changes were made to address student learning challenges? 
 
If there were challenges in student learning, what action steps were identified in order to improve student learning?  
 

3. What is the impact of those changes on student learning in the program? 

In order to “close the loop” in outcomes assessment, a program must first go through the process of assessing 
student learning and evaluating the data. If changes are made in order to improve student learning, how does the 
program know if they were effective? In order to evaluate the efficacy of a change, the program must consider if the 
change made had the intended impact. 
 

4. If there is no evidence of impact, what adjustments to your next plan will allow you to collect evidence of impact? 
 
If there is no current evidence for action step impact on student learning, how could you evaluate it within the next 
year? If there are multiple action steps to evaluate, then a timeline for assessment should be outlined. It is not 
necessary to have evidence of impact of every single improvement, but every program should be able to show 
evidence of completing the assessment loop. 
 

5. How does your assessment process adequately evaluate student learning in the program? 
 
How adequate is the assessment process in your program? Do you have sufficient participation, continuity, and 
structure? Do the methods and sampling adequately evaluate learning by the end of the program, or adequately 
respond to further investigate learning challenges? Does the sample include all types of students involved with your 
program? This question requests that staff self-reflect on the structure of the assessment processes in the program. 
 

6. What are current concerns regarding student achievement of student learning outcomes in your program? 
 
Are there any larger concern areas that you have regarding student learning? Do staff conversations about student 
learning veer towards the same areas over and over? Is there an area in which staff would like to focus concentrated 
effort and/or see improvements? 
 

7. What are your goals for the next assessment cycle? 
 
Explain what your program plans to do for the next assessment cycle. Will you revise outcomes? Develop a new plan? 
Continue doing what you’re doing? 
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Rubric: Assessment Cycle Reflection 

SECTION QUESTIONS PROFICIENT REVISIONS NEEDED 

Reflection on 
the entire 
past 
assessment 
cycle 

1. Thinking about the program’s cycle as a whole, 
what were major strengths and/or challenges in 
student learning? 

• Reflection on complete past cycle 
• Evidence of synthesis of student 

learning data and action steps 
• Answer goes beyond 

listing/repeating information 
previously reported 

• No reflection on past cycle 
• No evidence of synthesis 
• Information is listed/repeated 

from previous reports 

2. What key changes were made to address student 
learning challenges? 

3. What is the impact of those changes on student 
learning in the program? 

Consideration 
for the next 
assessment 
cycle 

 

4. If there is no evidence of impact, what 
adjustments to your next plan will allow you to 
collect evidence of impact? 

• Evidence of reflection of strength 
and/or challenges in assessment 
process  

• Evidence of thought for improving 
student learning in future cycles 

• No reflection on assessment 
process 

• No plans for future assessment 
cycles 

5. How does your assessment process adequately 
evaluate student learning in the program? 

6. What are current concerns regarding 
achievement of student learning outcomes in 
your program? 

7. What are your goals for the next assessment 
cycle? 

Comments/Recommendations made by the Assessment Team: 
Strengths of the Report: 
 
Feedback/Recommendations: 
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COMPLETING A PAST CYCLE REFLECTION 
1. To begin, please CHECK OUT this requirement. 

 

 

2. Click on the underlined link COMPLETE THIS FORM (if it is your first time accessing) or VIEW/EDIT YOUR 
RESPONSES to open up the cycle reflection questions.  
 

 

3. A form will open that includes the cycle reflection questions. You can type directly into the text 
boxes or copy/paste your information from another document. Make sure to reflect on your 
entire assessment cycle, not just the past year. You can click SAVE DRAFT at any point to return 
to your work later. Click SAVE AND RETURN when you are finished entering information into your 
form. 
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4. You can revisit your form anytime to make edits up until the time you formally submit. Use the 
ATTACHMENTS button towards the bottom of the page to optionally add any supporting 
documentation you wish to include with your cycle reflection. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. In order for others to access this requirement you will need to CHECK IN the requirement when you 
are finished. 
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